ESCAPE TO THE EMERALD ISLE

THE 46TH ANNUAL HILL SCHOOL AUCTION

Grand Prize

Art Contest Winner - Averi Owens
Thank you to all of our "Escape to the Emerald Isle" Art & Story Writing Contest Participants. We loved all the wonderful entries we received.

These treasures will be on display for Grandparent & Special Friends Day along with some items from the small side of the gym (with our Auction items) throughout Spring Weekend.

Congratulations to our winning artists and story writers whose imaginative pictures, stories and poems were delightful!

**Art Winners:**
JK- 2nd Grade Winner - Julian Hidalgo
3rd-5th Grade Winner - Ryo Phan
6th-8th Grade Winner - Averi Owens

**Auction Catalog Cover Winner** - Averi Owens * 7th Grade

**Story and Poem Winners:**
JK- 2nd Grade - TIE:
   Ava Styrk* 2nd Grade & Mills Tufts * 2nd Grade
3rd-5th Grade - Ryo Phan* 3rd Grade
6th-8th Grade - Princeton Porterfield * 8th Grade

**Auction Catalog Winner** - Princeton Porterfield * 8th Grade
April 2023

Dear Friends of Hill School:

Welcome to “Escape to the Emerald Isle” Hill School’s 46th Annual Auction. On behalf of our students, faculty, staff, and trustees, thank you for your support of the 2023 Auction.

We have an exciting Spring Weekend planned this year with Grandparents Day on Friday, May 12th, followed by the induction of Jack and Sydney Bowers as Faculty Emeriti that evening and then the Auction on Saturday, May 13th. Even as we gather together, we will host our auction virtually to allow members of the Hill community from across the country and around the world to participate.

This year’s Auction special project will be a refresh to the faculty workroom. This is a space where our faculty can consult, collaborate, and recharge during the day. Please consider contributing to this worthy objective to show our appreciation for their hard work and commitment.

I would like to thank Kim Medica and Jill Blunt for their energy and dedication to the auction again this year. We also appreciate the many other staff members who have helped make this Auction a reality and the dozens of parent volunteers who have worked since last fall. The Auction’s success is a direct result of all of their efforts.

We are also very grateful to every Auction sponsor, donor, and participant. Hill is fortunate to have so many committed and generous friends. Thank you for your time, talent, financial support, and all your care and support for Hill School. It has a direct impact on the children’s experience every day.

With appreciation and warm regards,

Treavor Lord

Head of School
Princeton Porterfield

August, 1924

Viewer of any kind to this message,

I am writing this from my study within my English home, but even with the safety of my own home does not convey against nor protect my fragile, fractured sanity, and mind against the horrors bestowed keep-fully within the vile, and sensuous cracks within the small, fisherman's town of Adharcán. Ever since I was of the age of seven, I had wanted to visit Ireland, and with its newfound independence, I thought I would see how the country had been maintaining itself, per-
say.

I had decided to take a small shipping boat from Britain over the black as pitch, transcendently deep waves. The vile narrow boat and I arrived at a strangely peaceful, yet shaklee thrown together wooden dock. The weather was utterly awful, and the boat swayed back-and-forth as we approached.

And as I neared the dock, an outline of a figure, quite bloated, in a yellow rain jacket and cape appeared.

“Oy,” the figure said gontley, “Where is you sir comin’ from?”

He was barely comprehensible.

“London,” I said.

He laughed horsely, than coughed; “Lond’n, in Britt’nin?”

“Yes, and I believe this is the fine port of Adharcán?”

“Ye, an’ what is you here comin’ for?” The man questioned.

“Holiday,” I replied.

He looked concerned, and then turned around as if he was trying to see if someone had been behind him, then he turned back to me.

“Right then’, let m’ giv’ you a grant welcomin’.”

He leaned forward on one knee and gestured for me to take hold of his hand and pull me up on the dock, and I regretted the decision as soon as I did so. As soon as I took hold of his hand, I immediately noticed that it was awfully wet, and not in the sense that he had them in water, but in the sense that they had been wet internally. I have no other way to say it. I also was quite unready for the sheer amount of brute strength and force that this man had invested within him. I was lifted from the boat and was flown about five feet in the air. When he dropped me down onto the port, I was all too uncomfortably close to his face, and gave me an indescribable sense of unease.

The man appeared to have no hair, or at least, none that I could see showing from underneath the cap. In fact, he had solemn facial hair either. The skin on his face itself was blob-like, and pulsating with blue, stalk-like veins. His mouth was composed in a permanent frown, due to the fact that his jaw was in the state of a crooked, upside down amalgamation, and it gave him an almost fish-like appearance. The man's deepset, black- beads of eyes were shrunken into the back of his skull, enveloped within the sagging bloated flesh around his eye sockets.
Legend says the whole thing is real.

Leprechauns are tiny and dressed in green.

They dance a lot, their shoes grow big.

If you catch a Leprechaun, the legend is dead.

Catch a Leprechaun and you'll never see a rainbow again.

Ava Stryk
2nd Grade

Leprechaun Poem
by Ava Stryk
2nd Grade
Mills Grade 2

My friend came over
to look at my collection
of four leaf clovers.

Some are green
And some are brown
And some are upside down!

1 side
2 sides
3 sides
4 sides or 5

I am the luckiest leprechaun alive.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Island</th>
<th>By: Ryo Phan</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rainy</td>
<td>Ryo Phan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>European</td>
<td>3rd Grade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Landscape</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ancient</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Never-ending beauty</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Ryo Phan**

3rd Grade

---

The world of Ireland

**Irish castle**

Ryo Phan

3rd Grade
Auction Rules

Auction goods will be delivered and services performed only within a twenty-five mile radius of Middleburg, unless otherwise stated in the Auction Program’s description of a particular item.

All services must be used before May 12th, 2024, or within the time limits specified in the program. Services are subject to any donor-stipulated terms and conditions. Unless detailed in the program description, the services will be provided at the time arranged between the donor and the buyer.

Restaurant gift certificates or reservations do not include tax, gratuity or alcohol unless noted.

All items and services are sold “as is” and all sales are final. No item can be exchanged or refunded unless noted in this program. Please read the item descriptions carefully and note any specifications or limitations.

Services, houses, boats, trips, parties, and other similar items are non-transferable. Purchasers agree as a condition of sale to indemnify and hold harmless The Hill School, the 2023 Auction Office, and any other
donors and volunteers from any claim, liability or damage, including bodily injury, suffered through the use of any Auction item or service.

Please Note

Unless otherwise specified, all services, dinners, trips and accommodations MUST BE USED WITHIN ONE YEAR OF THE AUCTION. Please be respectful of our donors. If an item specifies a date, IT MUST BE USED ON THAT DATE. Please do not bid on an item unless you can use it on the dates indicated. Likewise, if an item, such as a dinner, specifies six guests, or a trip indicates it is for two couples only, please respect these limits. Requests for additional guests or date changes present difficulties for our already generous donors. Please do not attempt to exchange an item donated by a local business that you have purchased at this Auction unless it is stated specifically that the item may be exchanged. If you encounter any difficulties with any item, please contact The Hill School Auction office. The Auction office is solely responsible for all coordination between the donor and the successful bidder regarding purchased Auction items.
Escape to the Emerald Isle

Helpful Hint for Online Bidding

Bidders can set a maximum bid that they are willing to spend for any item. The bidding system will automatically bid up the item to the amount selected. The bidder will be notified once their maximum bid has been outbid. The bidder will then have the option to increase their bid.

http://bidpal.net/luckoftheirish2023.com
DONATE TOWARDS RENOVATIONS TO THE HILL SCHOOL FACULTY WORK ROOM

Item #1

Thanks to all of our amazing Hill School teachers who support, educate, and inspire. The gifts they give enrich our students, our families, the Hill School community and make the world a better place for all of us.

REFRESH - COLLABORATE CONSULT - RELAX
THE HILL SCHOOL GRAVELLY ACKNOWLEDGES AND THANKS OUR "ESCAPE TO THE EMERALD ISLE" SPONSORS

GOLD
THE OWEN FAMILY
THE VOGEL GROUP
THE HILL SCHOOL ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

SILVER
ATLANTIC UNION BANK
INTACT TECHNOLOGY

ENTERTAINMENT
THE SPADE FORE FAMILY
CCS FUNDRAISING
JOYCE KOONS HONDA BUICK GMC
CLIMATIC HEATING & COOLING, INC.

DESSERT & IRISH COFFEE
WASHINGTON FINE PROPERTIES, LLC
& GLORIA ARMFIELD

BRONZE
AHT INSURANCE MIDDLEBURG REAL ESTATE
BROWN ADVISORY TOM & ANN NORTHRUP
CAVALIER FIRE PROTECTION PLUMBTECH, LLC
DH SERVICES COMPANY VERITAS CONTRACTING, LLC
MIKE & KATHY HOWLAND WEST FEDERAL RETAIL
LOUDOUN COUNTY EXOTIC YHB CPAS & CONSULTANTS
AKRE CAPITAL MANAGEMENT, LLC
ARMSTRONG ARBORICULTURE, LLC
THE CGE GROUP AT MORGAN STANLEY
HOLTZMAN OIL & HOLTZMAN PROpane
POHANKA HONDA AUTOMOTIVE GROUP
VIRASEC IT SUPPORT SERVICES
WISEMAN & ASSOCIATES WEALTH MANAGEMENT
ESCAPE TO THE
EMERALD ISLE

GOLD SPONSOR

2023
Thank You Hill School Faculty, Staff & Volunteers for all you do!

The Owen Family
George, Jenn, Michael (’26) & Victoria (’29)
The Vogel Group is a proud sponsor of The Hill School Auction
Best of Luck for a Great Auction!
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SILVER SPONSOR

2023
Proud to Support

The Hill School Auction and Gala

We’re committed to enriching the lives of both the people and businesses in our communities.

Visit AtlanticUnionBank.com
Delivering meaningful business outcomes for our customers, our team and our community

INTACT

A proud supporter of the Hill School Community since 2011
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ENTERTAINMENT SPONSOR

2023
Thank you to the Hill School faculty and staff for teaching our children the three core values:

Community, Character & Confidence

The Spadafore Family
Tim, Martha & Henley ’28
Joyce Koons honda buick gmc is proud to support THE HILL SCHOOL AUCTION

2023 BUICK ENVISION

2023 GMC ACADIA

2023 Honda PASSPORT

Joyce Koons honda buick gmc
10640-10660 Automotive Drive, Manassas, VA 20109
855-383-1257
JoyceKoonsHonda.com | JoyceKoonsBuickGMC.com
Climatic proudly supports The Hill School and their activities in our community.

Call for service and mention that you’re a supporter of The Hill School and receive a $20.00 discount off any service call.

Offer Expires December 31, 2023

Reach us 24 hours a day at (540)-687-4676 or toll free at 1-(800)-560-8609

Visit us online at www.climaticva.com
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DESSERT SPONSOR

2023
Thank you, HILL SCHOOL, for your ongoing excellent and creative teaching of our children and all that you do for our community.

BEST WISHES FOR ANOTHER SUCCESSFUL AUCTION!

Gloria Armsfield
ESCAPE TO THE
EMERALD ISLE

BRONZE SPONSOR

2023
Client centric personal insurance brokerage services since 1921

HOME | BUSINESS | FARM | EQUINE

DO YOU?
Own a Custom Home
Own a Farm
Employ Domestic Staff
Serve on a Nonprofit Board
Collect Valuables

Close Coverage Gaps & Protect Your Exposures

703.777.2341 | ahtins.com
Proud to support
The Hill School

P O Box 998 Middleburg, VA 20118 (540) 687-3880
Armstrong Arboriculture, LLC
Plant Health Care Specialists

Shade Tree Pruning
Ornamental Tree Pruning
Shrub Pruning
Fruit Orchards
Cabling & Bracing
Lightning Protection
Insect & Disease Management
Fertilization

Tom Armstrong
ISA Certified Arborist

P.O. Box 373
The Plains, VA 20198

540-305-1895
armstrongarboriculture@gmail.com
WE PROTECT YOUR MOST VALUABLE RESOURCES
Superior Fire Protection Services for more than 20 Years

Design/Build systems
Material Fabrication
Wet, Dry, Deluge, Pre-Action, Vortex, Nitrogen, Special Extinguishing, Standpipes & Fire Pump Systems
Testing, Maintenance & Inspections
International Work
Commercial & Residential Systems
Office Buildings
Education & Healthcare Facilities
Laboratories & Clinical/Confidential Offices

www.cavalierfire.com
CALL (571) 931-1004
17865 Fraley Blvd Dumfries, VA 22026

A portfolio company of Ridge Capital Advisors, LLC
The CGE Group at Morgan Stanley is proud to support

The Hill School

Charles M. Ellison CIMA®, CPWA®
Family Wealth Director
Senior Vice President
Financial Advisor

Mary Ervin
First Vice President
Financial Advisor

C. Greg Ellison CIMA®, CPWA®
First Vice President
Resident Manager
Financial Advisor

The CGE Group at Morgan Stanley
440 W. Jubal Early Drive, Suite 260
Winchester, VA 22601
540-723-2464
Charles.Ellison@morganstanley.com
www.morganstanleyfa.com/ellisonellison

[L-R]: Mary, Charles and Greg
D.H. SERVICE CO.
Providing Commercial Cleaning Service.

Operated By
The Hahn Family
and
Serving The Northern Virginia Area
For 20 years

"We are proud to be a member of
The Hill School Community."

"We have served The Hill School proudly
for a decade."

Contact Mr. Hahn
at
(703) 352-2017
FIG LEAF
CLOTHES CLOSET
SECOND-HAND & GENTLY USED CLOTHING

DROP-OFF LOCATION & HOURS:
17 WEST FEDERAL STREET, MIDDLEBURG, VA
MONDAY-FRIDAY FROM 9A-5P.

BECOME A FIG LEAF VOLUNTEER!
FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT
TARA WEGDAM AT 540.295.1664

THE FIG LEAF
3043 RECTORTOWN RD, MARSHALL, VA 20115
HOLTZMAN OIL CORP. | HOLTZMAN PROPANE
800-628-0379 | 888-306-4243
www.holtzmanncorp.com
Best Wishes & Good Luck for a Great Auction

Mike & Kathy Howland
Escape to the Emerald Isle
Middleburg Real Estate is proud to sponsor The Hill School.

MIDDLEBURG REAL ESTATE | SIMPLY BETTER.

We know that your life can’t be placed on hold while you’re buying or selling your house. It’s why we take a comprehensive approach to real estate. While you’re dealing with the everyday we’re dealing with every detail – making a complicated and momentous process feel simple.

LEARN MORE AT MIDDLEBURGREAL ESTATE.COM

10 E WASHINGTON ST, MIDDLEBURG, VA | 540.687.6321
In Loving Memory and Gratitude to
Chris Sehn
Parent of Alex ’97 and Lily ’04
Trustee 2001 - 2005
Auction Coordinator 2005 - 2014
and
In Appreciation and Gratitude to
Chris Johnson
Parent of Brett ’91, Casey ’98, and Carly ’00
Trustee 1997 - 2000
Auction Coordinator 2000 - 2021

For their decades of outstanding service
and loyal commitment to the welfare
of The Hill School Community

Tom and Ann Northrup
PlumbTech, LLC

Plumbing Service & New Installations

Matt McKay

540-533-0357  540-687-5114  540-868-2330
plumbtechllc@yahoo.com

Licensed and Insured
Servicing Loudoun, Fauquier and Surrounding Areas!

Plumbing Services
✓ Installs
✓ Repairs
✓ Water Treatment
✓ Drain and Sewer Cleaning
✓ Video Inspections
✓ Well Pumps
✓ Water Heaters
✓ Water Service
Proud to Support
THE HILL SCHOOL
COMMUNITY • CHARACTER • CONFIDENCE

POHANKA
100
Over 100 Years!
Since 1919

We Service All Makes and Models
No Appointment Necessary...Just Bring It In

Now hiring for all sales and service positions. Apply online at Pohanka.com

Pohanka.com
VIRGINIA • MARYLAND • WASHINGTON DC • DELAWARE • TEXAS
Veritas Contracting is a proud sponsor of the Hill School Auction
Network Administration
Unlimited Helpdesk and User Support
Unlimited Remote and On-Site Services
VOIP Phone Systems and Support
Hardware and Software Installation
Voice and Data Network Cabling

540-722-9137
www.virasec.com
130-5 Imboden Drive
Winchester, VA 22603
Spring Is In The Air

Wiseman & Associates Wealth Management has over 30 years of financial experience helping our clients grow and keep their wealth. We carefully evaluate your financial picture to develop a comprehensive plan designed to manage your assets, grow your net worth, and leave a legacy. Ours is a measured approach that relies on in-depth understanding of Wealth Management, Estate and Business Succession, and Life Insurance Strategies. We’re a company that will always be by your side when it comes to your unique financial needs.

115 The Plains Rd, Ste 100
P.O. Box 2264
Middleburg VA, 20118

Wisemanandassociates.com
Office: 540-687-7077
Fax: 540-722-6405
Accounting Solutions made for you

discover more

no luck needed with our trusted advisors

YHBcpa.com
WITH SPECIAL THANKS TO OUR FRIENDS OF THE AUCTION

Mr. and Mrs. Luke Caldow
Mr. and Mrs. Ryan Christensen
Mr. and Mrs. David Condon
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Ellison
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Hines
Mangano Family Foundation
Mr. Treavor Lord
Mrs. Amanda Michael
Mr. and Mrs. George Owen
Mr. and Mrs. Keith St. Germain
Mrs. Lisa Woods
FOR THEIR CONTINUED SUPPORT FOR FOURTY-SIX YEARS
WE THANK THE OVER THE HILL GANG!

Barbara Augenblick
Jill Blunt
Tillie Cassidy
Monique Chalke
Britton Condon
Teresa Condon
Ilona Croft
Shannon Davis
Stephanie Foran
Marcy Harris
Wendy Heuer
Fiona Hughes
Tempe Ives
Chris Johnson
Sheila Johnson
Frannie Kansteiner
Anne Kessler
Chris Klein
Janna Leepson
Margaret Littleton
Mary Looney
Kerry Marshall
Beth Ann Mascatello
Bonnie Matheson

Kim Medica
Beth Milner
Jeanne Morency
Cheryl Pettibone
Susan Price Geary
Mary Reuter
Ann Ritonia
Chris Sehn
Sandra Shutler
Jennifer Sirianni
Corinne Steyn
Jonelle St. John
Marti Sutherland
Nathalie Talbot
Mary Thomas
Susan Wallace
Judy Washburn
Nanette White
George White
Helen Wiley
Barbara Wilson
Bridget Wilson
Mary Winker
Gail Wofford
Among her many talents, Mary Woodruff was also a passionate gardener. Last year, we started a special collaboration with Mary, who for many years donated two beautiful pots full of spring flowers to the auction. Each year, these flower pots were extremely sought after.

We wanted to expand her vision with a variety of pots so that more people could enjoy her beautiful creations. With her permission, we would call it

**Mary’s Garden**

Mary was told that she was not expected to buy and fill all the pots herself. The auction office would support both. A week later, she and Don came to school with a car full of flower pots. She wanted it to be their contribution. Mary loved the idea and looked forward to offering these beautiful pots at the auction. She wanted to share her love of gardening with the community.

We were honored to see this project through and offer a piece of her vision to you. Each of the pots Mary and Don procured were filled with beautiful spring flowers and included in the auction. As a lasting memory, the Auction will include “Mary’s Garden” as part of our annual auction each year.
In celebration of

ESCAPE TO THE EMERALD ISLE

For $200, you can take a chance to win $10,000 in cash, a $10,000 Tuition Credit or $10,000 in Auction Bucks. Auction bucks must be spent at the 2023 "Escape to the Emerald Isle" Auction.

Only 150 "Luck o' the Irish" Chances will be sold. The lucky winner will be drawn and notified on Saturday, May 13th, at the conclusion of the Board Bidding. You do not need to be present to win.

winnings are taxable
consult your tax advisor for additional information
ESCAPE TO THE EMERALD ISLE

BUY-IN PARTIES

2023
Family Hoedown Throwdown

Friday, October 13th

Cake Walk
Mechanical Bull
Games
Dinner
Cowboy Drinks

Buy In Family Party
#76

An Evening In Tuscany

at the home of Gina and Brad Palmer

Friday, Sept. 15th

wine stomping, small plates, italian music, good company, great fun!

Buy In Party for 24
HEADMASTERS BOURBON TASTING

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 3RD
7:00 PM

BUY IN PARTY FOR 40
DORNIN BARN

YOUR EVENING WILL INCLUDE 4 EXCLUSIVE BOURBON TASTINGS PLUS LIGHT HORS D'OEUVRES

Item # 77
RISING 8TH GRADE POOL PARTY

Wednesday, August 30th
5:00 pm - 8:00 pm

Student Only Party!
Includes Pizza Dinner!

Parents, are welcome to join in the fun for the last hour only!

BUY IN PARTY FOR ENTIRE CLASS
ESCAPE TO THE
EMERALD ISLE

EXTRAORDINARY
ITEMS

2023
Item #5

QUEEN ANNE TEA TABLE LOVINGLY CRAFTED BY DON WOODRUFF

Starting Bid: $600
Minimum Raise: $75
Value: Priceless

This beautiful Queen Anne style tea table was crafted by Don Woodruff. It is made of solid cherry with pull-out wings. This piece has four slender cabriole legs, the table surface has a raised edging, and the pull-out surfaces extend the usable area of the table! A perfect table for tea, between two great chairs in a living room, or it could be used as a bar cart. We have added a vintage Belleek tea set featuring the shamrocks of Ireland! This one-of-a-kind table made by our own Mr. Woodruff is crafted with quality materials, integrity, and pride, which makes it an extraordinary piece of history and is meant to be passed on for generations to come. Make it yours tonight!

Donated By: Mr. Don Woodruff
Item #6

REID'S END VACATION VILLA

Starting Bid:  $8,000
Minimum Raise:  $500
Value:  Priceless

YOUR REID’S END PACKAGE INCLUDES:
*A One Week Stay at Reid’s End at the Round Hill Resort in Jamaica
*A Staff of Five
*Mutually Agreeable Dates May 15-November 1, 2023

The Auction is so fortunate to again offer this spectacular villa, located at the Round Hill Resort in Jamaica. “Reid’s End” is one of the most desired Villas at Round Hill. Perched on top of the hill with stunning ocean views, meandering walkways, and nautical decor throughout, this villa is the ultimate in luxury. “Reid’s End” has four luxuriously appointed suites: one with a king bed, one with two queen beds, and two with a queen bed each. All have en suite bathrooms. The villa has its own private pool with beautiful gardens and views. Also included are a charming and hospitable staff of five (a cook, two housekeepers, and two gardeners) who will take care of your every need. You will have access to all of Round Hill’s amenities, including water sports, restaurants, bars, spa, tennis courts, and evening entertainment. Daily shuttles will take you to the world class Tryall Golf Resort, which is 15 minutes away. For the more adventurous, there is horseback riding, a rainforest, river walks, rafting, and ravine rappelling. You will receive a one …

Donated By: Mr. and Mrs. David Kelso
A private, gated home awaits you just minutes to the Plaza, offering peaceful seclusion, nurturing mountain views, and a most comfortable environment. Every room looks out upon breathtaking green wooded views and the incredible blue of Santa Fe’s sky in relaxing privacy. The home has 3 bedrooms with ensuite baths on the main level. A downstairs bunk room provides additional sleeping space and is an easy elevator ride to it and the garage. An open plan living room, kitchen, dining and family room offer easy entertaining with a double fireplace and several portals and decks leading outdoors to expand the fun. Excluded dates are 12/15/23 though 1/2/24. Otherwise, desired dates can be mutually agreed upon with the owners between 6/1/23 and 6/30/24.
Item #8

TWO TICKETS TO BILLY JOEL - STEVIE NICKS * SATURDAY, OCT. 7TH AT M&T ...

Starting Bid: $2,500
Minimum Raise: $250
Value: Priceless

THE PIANO MAN IS BACK AND YOU HAVE THE BEST SEATS IN THE HOUSE  On Saturday, October 7th, we have two tickets to see music legends Billy Joel and Stevie Nicks at M&T Stadium in Baltimore. These are not just any seats to see two of the most loved and universally respected entertainers of all time, you are sitting in front of the stage - in Section D, Row 3 to be exact.  TWO ICONS - ONE NIGHT!

Donated By: Mr. and Mrs. Jesse White
Item #9

CELEBRATE YOUR 2024 SPRING BREAK IN OBX!

Starting Bid: $3,000
Minimum Raise: $250
Value: Priceless

Wild Sea Horse is back! The auction is absolutely thrilled to offer this gorgeous home again! It is located in Corolla, North Carolina for the second week of Hill School’s 2024 Spring Break. Your vacation starts on Saturday, March 23rd and extends through Saturday, March 30th. Wild Sea Horse boasts six bedrooms, five full baths, sleeps twelve, and is professionally decorated and designed (including linens) for the perfect vacation! This oceanside home in the Outer Banks boasts incredible sunrise and sunset views from its many spacious decks. The lower level has a large recreation/game room with a full size pool table, wet bar, and refrigerator. The game room opens up to the backyard complete with a saltwater pool and hot tub (pool availability is weather permitting). Additionally, enjoy the outdoor space which includes plenty of seating on the decks and in the pool area, a picnic table, gas grill, outdoor shower, and a professionally landscaped yard. The walk to the beach is quick and easy, and to make it even easier, there is a beach cart provided for your use! Corolla is located on the northern Outer Banks in Currituck County and is ripe with activities nearby like the historic Currituck Lighthouse, bike paths, outdoor shopping, ...
Set of 4 outdoor chairs, coffee table and centerpiece

Item #10
SET OF FOUR RATANA ST. MARTIN SWIVEL CLUB CHAIRS COMPLETE ...

Starting Bid: $2,100
Minimum Raise: $200
Value: Priceless

The St. Martin by Ratana collection ensures comfort and quality – with aluminum and resin frames, it is both ultra-violet and mildew resistant and offers strong durability and lightweight design. Fossil grey resin wicker covers the frame in a stylish and weather-resistant wrapping, while Sunbrella fabric cushions help everyone sink into deep seating for complete relaxation. This set of four swivel club chairs in a fog gray is accessorized with beautiful all weather pillows which feature vibrant colors and embroidery, a patio coffee table in ash gray and a Restoration Hardware outdoor centerpiece.

Donated By: Over the Hill Gang
Item #11
COCKTAIL RECEPTION FOR 12 AT THE EMBASSY OF IRELAND

Starting Bid: $1,750
Minimum Raise: $200
Value: Priceless

The Ambassador of Ireland to the United States, H.E. Geraldine Byrne Nason, is delighted to host a late afternoon cocktail reception for 12 lucky people. This reception will be held at the Irish Embassy in DC located at 2221 30th Street NW, Washington DC 20008. This event can be redeemed within a year of the date of The Hill School Auction. After your reception, we would like you to celebrate the Luck o' the Irish with a $500 Visa Gift Card towards dinner! We suggest an Irish Pub like Kirwan's on the Wharf or The Dubliner.

Donated By: Ambassador Geraldine Byrne Nason & the Embassy of Ireland
ITEM #14

OAK SPRING GARDEN AND GALLERY TOUR FOR FIVE GUESTS

Starting Bid: $1,000
Minimum Raise: $150
Value: Priceless

YOUR OAK SPRING GARDEN AND GALLERY TOUR PACKAGE INCLUDES: *Guided Tour of Gardens and Gallery of Oak Spring *Up to Five Guests *Four Rare Books from the Bunny Mellon collection in an Oak Spring Tote are included as your special gift *To be scheduled on a mutually agreeable date prior to December 31, 2023. The Auction is honored to offer this wonderful item again this year. If you like gardening, then this is the package for you! Five guests are invited to enjoy a guided tour at the Gardens and Gallery of Oak Spring. You will start with a lovely overview of the site First, park at the Broodmare Barn, where you will learn the history and current use of the barn. The tour continues with a nice walk around to the front of the main residence. There you will enjoy the gardens, the formal greenhouse, and then on to the Oak Spring Gallery. Paul and Bunny Mellon were lifelong philanthropists, and Mrs. Mellon had a passion for gardening. At President Kennedy's request, Mrs. Mellon designed the Rose Garden at the White House. Her garden and library in Upperville, are not open to the public. Here is your chance to view something historic and current, as the garden and farm are used today for ...

Donated By: Oak Spring Garden Foundation
Item #15

POLYASPARTIC FLAKE FLOOR FROM WISE COATINGS

Starting Bid: $3,000
Minimum Raise: $250
Value: Priceless

Your dream floor is only one day away! Sign up to receive a hassle-free consultation with samples, color options, and choose to have your perfect custom floor to be installed the WISE way. This package includes a 480 square foot two-car garage installation of our premium Polyspartic flake floor coating for your home! At Wise Coatings, they turn drab into dreamy. From your first call to the last square inch of installation, your experience and their quality are always their first concerns — and it shows! Epoxy floor coating technology has come a long way over the past few years. Peeling, cracking and reapplication are all disappointments of the past. With the trademarked POLYWISE® floor coatings technology, they are able to offer best-in-class warranties leaving you free of worry while enjoying a peel and crack free floor forever.

Donated By: Wise Coatings of Loudoun/ The Myers Family
Item #16
A PRIVATE DINNER FOR 30 AT TREMOLO

Starting Bid: $3,000
Minimum Raise: $250
Value: Priceless

Enjoy a night out at this modern wine bar in historic Middleburg. Your evening out is for 30 people. You will be treated to internationally-inspired small plates and wine pairings in the private dining room. Must be scheduled for a Wednesday or Thursday evening. This special evening could be a couples night out, a celebration of a great year at your company, or just because. Whatever the occasion, make the time to get together...at Tremolo! Tremolo is the creation of Jarad Slipp, who brings his expertise in food and wine to this latest venture. Jarad has worked at Michelin-starred restaurants around the world, including Casa Vissani in Italy, Gordon Ramsay in London, Fiamma in New York City, and CityZen in Washington DC. Most recently, he was the Estate Director at world-class vineyard RdV. After years in the hospitality industry, Jarad was eager to build Tremolo according to his own vision, creating a dining experience that is both refined and down to earth, with a menu that is elevated but unpretentious. Jarad is a classically-trained chef, with degrees from the Culinary Institute of America and ICIF in Italy, and a Master Sommelier, a distinction granted to only 270 people in the world. Make this a night to ...
Item #17

2 WEEK SESSION AT KINGSWOOD CAMP FOR BOYS

Starting Bid: $3,200
Minimum Raise: $250
Value: Priceless

Kingswood Camp is a multi-week (2, 3, or 4 week) sleepaway summer camp for boys ages 8-15, located in Piermont, New Hampshire. Located on a beautiful lake surrounded by mountains, campers get to make their daily schedule, which includes instructional opportunities in team sports, swimming and boating, music and art, outdoor adventure, and much, much more. Kingswood is a close-knit community consisting of about 150 boys from across the country, 60 experienced staff members, and is directed by Rob and Mike Wipfle, both of whom taught at The Hill School in Middleburg, VA, for many years. What could be better than spending all day outside in one of the most beautiful places on earth, among friends, playing, competing, relaxing, laughing, learning, and growing? Enjoy a two week session at Kingswood Camp for Boys for these dates: 6/25/23 - 7/8/23  Restrictions: Boys must be 8+ years old and first-time Kingswood campers

Donated By: Kingswood Camp for Boys
Item #18

SIDE OF BEEF WITH A $400 VISA GIFT CARD

Starting Bid: $1,800
Minimum Raise: $200
Value: Priceless

Enjoy a side of Black Angus Beef! Raised at Gordonsdale Farm in The Plains, VA, this beef will be available at the end of the year 2023-beginning of the year 2024. A cut sheet will be provided so you can choose your selections, and the beef will be delivered at a mutually agreeable time (to be arranged with the donor). A side of beef typically weighs 300-400 pounds, so you MAY need a large freezer. We have the solution! This side of beef is paired with a $400 Visa gift card so you can purchase a new freezer! If not, grab a new grill or smoker! Either way, you will be ready for every cut you choose!

Donated By: Sheila '86 and Martin Harrell
Elizabeth Wiley '84
Item #19

2023 MIDDLEBURG FILM FESTIVAL VIP PACKAGE

Starting Bid: $2,500
Minimum Raise: $250
Value: Priceless

YOUR MIDDLEBURG FILM FESTIVAL VIP PACKAGE INCLUDES:

* Two All-Access Passes to All Films and Conversations
* Two Tickets to the VIP Welcome Reception
* Two Tickets to the Opening Night Film and After Party
* Two Tickets to the Saturday Night Centerpiece Film Screening and Gala Party
* Commemorative Catalog and Festival Gift

Film Buffs, we have a very special VIP package for two people to the 2023 Middleburg Film Festival in October. The festival runs from Thursday, Oct. 19 through Sunday, Oct. 22. Your package includes two All Access “Backstage” Passes for the 11th Annual Middleburg Film Festival. The festival features the best in film, including: Oscar contenders, fascinating documentaries, international films, and other independent film gems you might not otherwise get a chance to see. Conversations throughout the festival with special guests including filmmakers, actors, and others provide a rare opportunity to get the inside scoop on films and filmmaking. Want to ensure that you have the best seats in the house for all film screenings and conversations and invitations to a variety of special private events and parties? Then, this package is for you! Your passes include: (2 ) All-...
Item #20

A SHOOTING DAY FOR 15 WITH BRITTON CONDON

Starting Bid: $2,500
Minimum Raise: $250
Value: Priceless

Ready, Aim...BID! Don’t miss this opportunity for a great custom day of shooting with friends in a fabulous location, followed by a wonderful catered lunch. Clear your calendar for a very special sporting clays event. Your own private shooting party, followed by a fabulous catered lunch...perfect for a corporate outing too! To take place at a local Delaplane farm, this is the perfect location for an afternoon of shooting sporting clays. This private shooting party for a maximum of 15 people will include all the sporting clays you can shoot in the “Five-Stand” format. World-recognized marksman Britton Condon is hosting this custom-tailored event, so gather your friends for the party that is not to be missed. Britton will divide you into groups, each shooting for twenty minutes in a compact five-stand style accommodating five shooters at a time, 150 clay targets at a time. The remote, wireless traps throw standards, midis, chondels, and rabbits. Shoot until your trigger finger is exhausted, then feast on a very special lunch from the Hill School Alumni Association. Prizes to be awarded following the shotgun fun while you recap the “highlights” of the day. Please be advised some shotgun experience is necessary, and maybe

Donated By: Britton '84 and Teresa Condon, Ms. Troye Plaskitt '74, The Hill School Alumni Association
Item #21

DINNER FOR 12 AT SALAMANDER STALLION BARN

Starting Bid: $2,400
Minimum Raise: $250
Value: Priceless

Enjoy a private chef's dinner for 12 with wine pairings in Salamander Resort's 1850s Stallion Barn! Your dinner will be prepared and selected by Salamander's Executive Chef. The 1850s stone Stallion Barn, adjacent to the Grand Lawn, was transformed and refurbished by Sheila Johnson using pieces of white pine from the original structure. With rustic-inspired furnishings and custom made walnut doors, the Stallion Barn has become one of the area's finest social venues. Here is your opportunity to entertain friends in grand style. Perfect for a special occasion or an intimate dinner. Your reservation will be based on availability and will exclude Saturdays, holidays, and special events. Your certificate may not be extended. Your dinner must be booked 30 days in advance, and your certificate expires May 13, 2024.

Donated By: Salamander Resort & Spa
Item #22
SIDE OF BEEF FROM GORDONSDALE FARM

Starting Bid: $1,400
Minimum Raise: $200
Value: Priceless

A side of Black Angus Beef! Raised at Gordonsdale Farm in The Plains, VA, this beef will be available at the end of the year 2023-beginning of the year 2024. A cut sheet will be provided so you can choose your selections, and the beef will be delivered at a mutually agreeable time (to be arranged with the donor). A side of beef typically weighs 300-400 pounds.

Donated By: Sheila '86 and Martin Harrell
Elizabeth Wiley '84
TRIP TO THE BIG APPLE!

Starting Bid: $1,500
Minimum Raise: $200
Value: Priceless

You haven't really experienced NYC until you've had the view from the Penthouse! Enjoy 3 nights/4 days in a wonderful New York City Penthouse located on West 56th Street between 7th and Broadway. Wear comfortable shoes because you are walking distance from the MoMa, Central Park, and Times Square! The apartment has one bedroom, two full baths, a kitchenette, living room with pull out queen bed, and you can even request a rollaway bed. The dates of your stay have to be mutually agreed upon with the owner, who uses the property throughout the year and there are no Saturday night stays. Please reserve your travel plans 60 days in advance. The maximum occupancy allowed by New Your City Fire Code is 5 people. Valet parking is available before 8:00 pm. The building has a doorman and proof of ID is required at check-in. This package expires in December 31, 2023.

Donated By: Duane, Cyndi and Christian Ellis
27. AN ORIGINAL BY CATHY ZIMMERMAN
Donated by: Cathy S. Zimmerman

Cathy Zimmerman, local artist and Grandmother extraordinaire (Robert in Kindergarten) has created this beautiful watercolor illustration. The piece pays homage to both Hill School and our study on Ireland this year with her lovely adaptation of a Celtic tree of life.

The branches are symbolic of our students, always growing and expanding. Cathy surrounds the tree with the green ribbon of Hill School signifying the celebration of our graduates with their maypole dance and graduation ribbons. She included the little creatures of our campus, reminding us of the beauty that surrounds us, and let's not forget the roots -- those that anchor us here at Hill and in this community.

We have framed this extraordinary piece so it is ready for your own home. Thank you Cathy for creating such a beautiful and poignant piece for our auction. We are touched by the effort and symbolism you wove through this masterpiece.

Starting Bid: $650
Min. Raise: $75
Value: Priceless
Buy Now: Not Avail.

28. FIVE AMSTERDAM EDITION PRINTS FROM THE JOHN JAMES AUDUBON PRINTS
Donated by: Josephine Arader

We have been gifted five Amsterdam Edition prints from the John James Audubon prints for you to make your own. They measure 27" x 40" and are ready for framing.

Only 250 copies were published and sold and we have 5 prints here for you tonight. To learn more about the Amsterdam Editions please go to:

https://www.audubongalleries.com/education/audubon_amsterdam.php

Starting Bid: $500
Min. Raise: $50
Value: Priceless
Buy Now: Not Avail.
29. SERIES OF FRAMED MIDDLEBURG SKETCHES BY KRISTER KILLINGER

Donated by: Mr. and Mrs. Krister Killinger

These charming sketches of Middleburg landmarks can be easily incorporated into any home or office. They serve as a constant reminder of all the reasons we love our sweet town and community. Thank you, Krister Killinger, for taking the time to create such a wonderful set of sketches. All the sketches have been framed in 11" x 14" black gallery frames with double black and white matting so they are ready for you to take home and hang today!

The lucky winner will certainly enjoy these for years to come!

Starting Bid: $275  
Min. Raise: $30  
Value: Priceless  
Buy Now: Not Avail.

30. VINTAGE TILE FROM JOAN GARDINER

Donated by: Mrs. Debbie Sharpies

This piece from Joan Gardiner is extraordinary. It features a fox and a rabbit in the moonlight. A wonderful, whimsical addition to any home.

Starting Bid: $150  
Min. Raise: $20  
Value: Priceless  
Buy Now: Not Avail.

31. A STUNNING PAIR OF FRAMED LINE DRAWINGS BY KRISTER KILLINGER

Donated by: Mr. and Mrs. Krister Killinger

Simplicity is the ultimate form of sophistication. These original line art drawings by Krister Killinger are no exception. This set of two includes a line drawing of our own Middleburg fox and a silhouette of a horse's head. Each is framed and beautifully matted in gold and black frames that will complement any home.

Starting Bid: $150  
Min. Raise: $20  
Value: Priceless  
Buy Now: Not Avail.
32. PETS, PEOPLE, AND EQUINE... HEIRLOOM PORTRAITURE FROM PAMELA JAFFE

*Donated by: Mrs. Pamela Jaffe*

PETS, PEOPLE, AND EQUINE... HEIRLOOM PORTRAITURE FROM PAMELA JAFFE

We are thrilled to have Pamela Jaffe back in the auction this year. Pamela’s goal “is to not only achieve an excellent likeness, but to also capture the subject’s unique spirit.” As she has painted the portraits of several Hill School students over the years, we believe she has done just that with her portrait painting. With her preferred medium of soft pastel, her portraits have a luminous quality about them and appear amazingly lifelike. Ms. Jaffe has received critical acclaim for her work, receiving awards for “Best Pastel” and “People’s Choice Award,” and she has been juried into the Maryland Pastel Society.

Pamela is offering one unframed, single-subject pastel portrait, a head and shoulders composition with a plain background for people, pets, or equine. Shipping is additional. To learn more about Ms. Jaffe and her works, go to https://pamelajaffeportraits.com/

| Starting Bid: | $220 |
| Min. Raise:   | $30  |
| Value:        | Priceless |
| Buy Now:      | Not Avail. |

33. COMMISSIONED TILE OF YOUR PET FROM JOAN GARDINER

*Donated by: Joan Gardiner, Unison Pottery & Tile Works*

Joan Gardiner of Unison Pottery & Tile Works will create a handmade tile of your pet and mount it in a wooden frame.

This is a piece you will cherish for years to come! Thank you, Joan!

| Starting Bid: | $130 |
| Min. Raise:   | $20  |
| Value:        | Priceless |
| Buy Now:      | Not Avail. |
34. DREAMY BY NENA MEURLIN

Donated by: Nena Meurlin Photography

Enjoy this 16" x 24" custom framed photograph of "Dreamy" taken of the ocean during sunrise in Seacrest Beach, FL. Nena used an intentional camera movement technique to give it an artistic feel. The frame is white wood with UV protected acrylic and printed on Epson Premium Luster paper using archival inks. A Certificate of Authenticity and hanging hardware are included.

Nena is a graduate of Hill School, class of '93. She attended Virginia Commonwealth University, School of the Arts, where she received her Bachelor of Fine Arts in Photography. It is an honor to showcase her work in our auction this year!

Starting Bid: $300  Value: Priceless
Min. Raise: $40  Buy Now: Not Avail.

35. SOLITARY BY NENA MEURLIN PHOTOGRAPHY

Donated by: Nena Meurlin Photography

This is a 5" x 5" custom framed photograph of "Solitary" taken of a yellow umbrella at the Cliffside Beach Club in Nantucket, Massachusetts. The frame is white wood with UV protected acrylic and printed on Epson Premium Luster paper using archival inks. A 2.5" white, acid-free mat surrounds the photograph and has a total frame size of 11" x 11". Perfect for hanging on a wall or can be put on a shelf. A Certificate of Authenticity and hanging hardware are included.

Nena is a graduate of Hill School, class of '93. She attended Virginia Commonwealth University, School of the Arts, where she received her Bachelor of Fine Arts in Photography. It is an honor to showcase her work in our auction this year!

Starting Bid: $80  Value: Priceless
Min. Raise: $10  Buy Now: Not Avail.
36. A PAINTING BY ASHLEY HOLBROOK BLAZER

Donated by: Harry and Marti Bigley

Enjoy this original artwork from Hill School alumni Ashley Blazer '01. Ashley uses colored pencil and acrylic paint on paper to create "A Storied Past."

Starting Bid: $275  Value: Priceless
Min. Raise: $30  Buy Now: Not Avail.

---

39. AN ORIGINAL WORK TITLED "HUNT SCENE" BY CAROLINE ELGIN

Donated by: Harry and Marti Bigley

Enjoy this original work by Caroline Elgin from Labradorable Designs titled "Hunt Scene."

Caroline is a 25 year old young lady, who has cerebral palsy due to trauma at birth. She graduated in 2016 with a Bachelor of Fine Arts in Graphic Design from the Art Institute. She uses the touch pad on her Mac and various programs such as Photoshop and Illustrator, to simply, but expressively, capture the emotions she feels from animals, creating art that is happy and unique.

Starting Bid: $70  Value: Priceless
Min. Raise: $10  Buy Now: Not Avail.
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48. A SPECIAL OFFERING FROM JK
Donated by: Class of 2032

Junior Kindergarten has painted a beautiful bookshelf with flowers and added the sweet little bug thumbprints of each student. Then, they have filled it with books, games, learning toys, and so much more!

This is a wonderful collection of age appropriate goodies on a special bookshelf that will warm your heart for years to come!

Starting Bid: $250
Min. Raise: $30
Value: Priceless
Buy Now: Not Avail.

49. CUSTOM BLANKET THAT FEATURES KINDERGARTNERS' DRAWINGS
Donated by: Class of 2031

Our Kindergartners have created a masterpiece with a collection of their drawings that they have turned into a wonderful cotton throw. You can wrap yourself in heartwarming memories of your little ones and lovely drawings of all the students of Kindergarten!

Starting Bid: $250
Min. Raise: $30
Value: Priceless
Buy Now: Not Avail.

50. A SPECIAL CLASS GIFT FOR KINDERGARTEN
Donated by: Cathy S. Zimmerman

Cathy Zimmermann, Robert's grandmother, created a beautiful watercolor illustration that paid homage to both Hill School and our study on Ireland this year with her lovely adaptation of a Celtic tree of life.

We have made an acid free copy of her work and had just enough branches to carefully inscribe each Kindergartener's version of the Irish proverb they came up with during culture study. These pearls of wisdom are fantastic and will live on forever on this extraordinary work of art. This is a real treasure!

Starting Bid: $230
Min. Raise: $30
Value: Priceless
Buy Now: Not Avail.
51. BUTTERFLIES WITH FIRST GRADE!

Donated by: Class of 2030

The first grade has decorated their own butterflies and transformed them into a beautiful and memorable work of 3D art.

They have also included:
A butterfly house. Many of these captivating insects hibernate through the cold winter months. Providing this home creates a place for butterflies to hide from predators, stay dry, and rest.

Nuggets of Nectar Butterfly Garden Flower Seed Starter Kit. Attract butterflies to your home with this nectar-rich flower growing kit that includes Swamp "Rose" Milkweed seeds for monarch butterflies and other pollinators.

Gardening for Butterflies: How You Can Attract and Protect Beautiful, Beneficial Insects Book

Butterfly Mini Garden Gift Set with Live Cup of Caterpillars. Witness butterfly metamorphosis at home or in the classroom with the Insect Lore Butterfly Garden Gift Set.

Starting Bid: $250
Min. Raise: $30
Value: Priceless
Buy Now: Not Avail.

52. PURPLE MARTIN BIRD HOUSE FROM SECOND GRADE

Donated by: Class of 2029

The Second Grade presents a marvelous Purple Martin house, handcrafted by our very own Hill grandparent, Ken Fitzwater. Birdhouses made by Ken Fitzwater for his grandchildren's classes have been highly sought after and this is the very last one! Many delightful details adorn this bird house including: real cedar shingles which have been hand-embellished with native songbirds, individually selected and drawn by each student of the Class of 2029; Starling-resistant design to prevent intruders; and a gorgeous copper cupola. Professional-grade, weather-resistant finishes have been used to ensure the longevity of this priceless backyard treasure. The bird house includes a post with a crank for easy annual maintenance. Purchase includes installation to be arranged at a mutually agreeable date.

Starting Bid: $350
Min. Raise: $40
Value: Priceless
Buy Now: Not Avail.
53. AN EXTRAORDINARY NATIVE AMERICAN BLANKET FROM 3RD GRADE

*Donated by: Class of 2028*

In honor of their study of Native Americans, the 3rd grade has created an extraordinary blanket using Indian arrows. They researched and were inspired to create this work of art that also serves to remind them of their hard work this year! Well done 3rd grade!

- Starting Bid: $250
- Min. Raise: $30
- Value: Priceless
- Buy Now: Not Avail.

54. 4TH GRADE JOURNEY TALKS THROUGH BOOKS

*Donated by: Class of 2027*

The 4th grade presents their Journey talks through hand selected books representing their special journeys. Linda Conti helped the kids create artistic bookmarks to accompany the books. Master Carpenter and dad, Dennis Liwanag, built a gorgeous custom bookshelf housing the special books. So much heart and special meaning goes into this 4th grade item!

- Starting Bid: $600
- Min. Raise: $75
- Value: Priceless
- Buy Now: Not Avail.

55. FIFTH GRADE SURVIVAL KIT

*Donated by: Class of 2026*

This "5th grade survival kit" is filled with items to help the student and parents navigate through the school year. Items will include books for summer reading, school supplies, art accessories for the drawings and castle building, gift card (sneakers for NYC trip), gift card to Economy Candy in NY, and a few items to help mom and dad get through the long nights. It is a fantastic year, and these little extras make it that much better!

- Starting Bid: $325
- Min. Raise: $40
- Value: Priceless
- Buy Now: Not Avail.
56. SURVIVING JUNIOR HIGH BASKET FROM THE SIXTH GRADE  
*Donated by: Class of 2025*

These sixth grade parents are on to something....they have put together an amazing package Surviving Junior high....for adults. Included in this amazing basket are:

- Two nights with breakfast from the Salamander Resort
- Two IV Wellness Treatments from Loop Wellness Clinic. These IV infusions are a natural therapy solution to allow your body to heal quickly, boost your health, and revitalize you.
- A massage from Middleburg Massage
- Fun items, wine and more!

**Starting Bid:** $1,350  
**Value:** Priceless  
**Min. Raise:** $150  
**Buy Now:** Not Avail.

---

57. AN EVENING UNDER THE STARS WITH 7TH GRADE  
*Donated by: Class of 2024*

You and your family will have everything they need to take in the most amazing star gazing. We have included two blankets, two zero gravity lounge chairs, and the Celestron – StarSense Explorer LT 114AZ Smartphone App-Enabled Telescope. This telescope works with StarSense App to help you find stars, planets & more. The best part of this package is the custom book that the 7th grade class has made that is a guide to the stars. It is both a work of art and a complete reference manual to the constellations. To sweeten your star gazing, we added a s’mores kit with a mini burner too!

**Starting Bid:** $550  
**Value:** Priceless  
**Min. Raise:** $50  
**Buy Now:** Not Avail.
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58. STUNNING CRYSTAL CENTERPIECE FROM EIGHTH GRADE
Donated by: The Class of 2023

This stunning crystal bowl captures our Hill School Compass Rose and quote by Reverend Richard T.C. Peard: “When you find your place in this world, remember to help others find theirs.”

This gift is perfect for your 8th grade graduate as a reminder of Hill School and our wonderful community.

| Starting Bid: | $250 | Value: | Priceless |
| Min. Raise:   | $30  | Buy Now: | Not Avail. |

59. CAST PHOTO SIGNED BY OUR 8TH GRADE CAST OF BYE BYE BIRDIE
Donated by: The Class of 2023

Get this wonderful cast photo signed by all the 8th graders as a memento of their celebrated version of Bye Bye Birdie.

Measures 20 x 30 with a black frame.

| Starting Bid: | $180 | Value: | Priceless |

60. CONSTELLATIONS THROUGH OUR EYES - 7TH GRADE
Donated by: Class of 2024

The seventh grade is excited to introduce a unique guide for looking at the constellations. This limited edition book features interpretive constellation drawings from the seventh grade, created as part of their space unit of study. The book cover art is a one-of-a-kind painting from Micah Gregory and inside includes an introduction from Harrison Schroder. This book makes a beautiful addition to your coffee table or credenza, and provides a useful tool when stargazing. Make it yours today!

*Book orders will be fulfilled at the conclusion of the auction and delivered to school for pick up. You will receive an email notification as books are ready for pick up.

| Value: | Priceless | Qty Avail.: | 35 |
| Purchase Options: | | 1 Constellation Book $100 |
79. PERSONAL CHEF FOR PARTY OF 8

Donated by: Chef Jefferson Van Allen

Invite your friends for a fabulous dinner party, personally provided by your own chef in your own home! Personal Chef Jefferson Van Allen from Goodstone will come to your home to prepare a gourmet dinner for eight. The dinner will be determined between the buyer and the Chef, but will include appetizers, salad, entree, and dessert. He will be bringing all the food and alcohol to be served up until dessert.

The buyer provides the dinnerware, serveware, glassware, and cooking pots necessary for preparation and serving. To be scheduled on a mutually agreeable date. This is an opportunity you don’t want to miss! What a wonderful evening this will be. Your own personal chef cooking a fabulous gourmet dinner for 8! Bon Appetit!

Starting Bid: $800
Min. Raise: $75
Value: Priceless
Buy Now: Not Avail.

80. A FILIPINO FEAST FOR 10

Donated by: Mr. Christian Winkler and Ms. Michelle Abalos

It will feel like you are in the South Pacific as you and your guests enjoy a Filipino feast fit for kings. Your evening can be enjoyed at the Abalos-Winkler home or at your own home, whichever you prefer! This feast will include all the hits, including Culture Study 2021 favorite, lumpia shanghai -- as well as adobo manok, pancit bihon, leche flan, and more. Wine complementing each course will be included - or enjoy a cold San Miguel beer straight from the Philippine Islands. Come enjoy this very special dinner. To be arranged on a mutually agreeable date. Mabuhay!

Starting Bid: $700
Min. Raise: $75
Value: Priceless
Buy Now: Not Avail.
82. BBQ DINNER FOR 20!

*Donated by: Mr. and Mrs. Rob Roy*

A Night of BBQ Bliss! Best Buddies BBQ is happy to provide a mouth-watering, culinary meat adventure featuring Texas and North Carolina style racks of ribs, pulled-pork, pulled chicken, and 3 custom homemade regional sauces. Buns included. Pit Master Rob Roy and little Pit Masters Luca 'Smoops' and Alora 'Baby Sister' will be manning the smokers and showing off their pitmaster prowess. Known the neighborhood over for their craft BBQ (and with a few Hill families able to vouch for Rob's culinary commitment to excellence), Rob and family are excited to share their passion for BBQ and their smoker skills. Anyone can put heat to the meat, but few can BBQ, and Rob is excited to demonstrate his talent with the blue smoke for one lucky winner. Guaranteed to be a fall-off-the-bone good time. The BBQ feast will be delivered locally to the winner (within a one hour radius from Middleburg) on the day of the winner's choosing. Two week's notice is requested to schedule your BBQ flavor odyssey. Your dinner includes: 3 lbs pulled pork, 2 lbs pulled chicken, 4 racks of spare ribs, 3 bespoke sauces, buns galore, and homemade BBQ beans (and witty write-up) by Angela Roy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Starting Bid:</th>
<th>$400</th>
<th>Value:</th>
<th>Priceless</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Min. Raise:</td>
<td>$40</td>
<td>Buy Now:</td>
<td>Not Avail.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

83. FULL DAY EVENT RENTAL AT BUCHANAN HALL!

*Donated by: Buchanan Hall*

Buchanan Hall is offering a full day to evening rental for your next party! Buchanan Hall is nestled in the quaint village of Upperville, Virginia with scenic views of the Blue Ridge Mountains. Your guests can enjoy a charming and historic event venue suitable for any special occasion. Buchanan Hall provides a warm, bright, and inviting open space ideal for rehearsal dinners, wedding receptions, birthday parties, corporate meetings, galas, and more. Time to start planning your next special event! The rental includes use of: the elegant ballroom, flagstone patio, historic outdoor garden, green room, performance stage and a commercial kitchen. Amenities included in all Hall Rentals: room for 150 guests seated, room for 225 guests for cocktail reception, 5' round tables, 6' rectangular tables, high-top tables and stools, wooden folding chairs with cream-colored cushions, arbor, and WiFi. If you plan to serve alcohol at the event, you must provide a Virginia Alcohol License Form for the event. They also require event liability insurance that provides $1,000,000 in coverage paid in full prior to your event.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Starting Bid:</th>
<th>$600</th>
<th>Value:</th>
<th>Priceless</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Min. Raise:</td>
<td>$75</td>
<td>Buy Now:</td>
<td>Not Avail.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
85. CHEF'S DINNER FOR EIGHT AT MARKET SALAMANDER

Donated by: Salamander Resort & Spa

Returning to the Auction, we are again offering a fabulous Chef's Dinner for Eight at Market Salamander. This dinner is available Wednesday-Friday evenings only, must be booked 30 days in advance, and is based on availability. Please note that this certificate may not be extended past May 13, 2024.

See your certificate for details, and enjoy your evening out.

Starting Bid: $450  
Min. Raise: $40  
Value: Priceless  
Buy Now: Not Avail.

86. MUSHROOM MADNESS

Donated by: Mr. Jay Speer & Mr. Donn Smith

Jay Speer and Donn Smith are hosting an afternoon party at their home in Orlean, VA, for up to 20 people! Mushroom Madness! Create your own mushroom log with materials provided by Jay and Donn. You will drill holes, fill the holes with mushroom spores from Washington state, including shiitake and oyster mushrooms provided, then seal with wax – a lot of fun activities involved with creating your mushroom log! Beverages and ‘shroom snacks for all! To be held between the last week of March and the second week of May, 2024, on a mutually agreeable date.

Starting Bid: $400  
Min. Raise: $40  
Value: Priceless  
Buy Now: Not Avail.
87. WAFFLES AND BREAKFAST AT THE JOHNSONS’

Donated by: Kelly and Tom Johnson

Word has it that the Johnsosn have the best waffles in all of Middleburg! Well, now those fabulous waffles are available to our lucky winner!

The Johnsosn are offering waffles and breakfast at their home for up to 4 kids as a drop and go event OR you can join them at the Johnsosn with the kids OR you have the Johnsosn bring breakfast to you!

Everyone will enjoy the all the fixings for waffles and other breakfast goodies and the adults will be treated to Bloody Marys and Mimosas!

To make this the greatest waffle package ever, we have included a Cuisinart Flip Belgian Waffle Maker. Doesn’t breakfast sound pretty good right now?

Starting Bid: $300  Value: Priceless
Min. Raise: $40  Buy Now: Not Avail.

88. AN ALPINE RACLETTE DINNER FOR EIGHT

Donated by: Mr. Will Nisbet & Ms. Eloise Repeczky

Join us for an authentic alpine raclette dinner! Eloise brings her family’s French tradition to Middleburg! Your alpine evening will include a traditional raclette feast paired with sides, wine, and beer. Guests will be introduced to raclette, a creamy-textured cow’s milk cheese popular in the French Alps, as you melt it over a communal grill and pair it with cured meats, cornichons, and potatoes. The flavorful crust from the melted cheese makes for a perfectly festive winter evening for you and your friends. This dinner party is a true experience every cheese lover should have! To be arranged on a mutually agreeable date and can be at the Nisbet-Repeczky home or at yours, whichever is more convenient. Santé!

Starting Bid: $700  Value: Priceless
Min. Raise: $75  Buy Now: Not Avail.
ESCAPE TO THE EMERALD ISLE

DISTINCTIVE ITEMS

2023
62. ENJOY FOUR TICKETS TO SEE THE LION KING AT THE KENNEDY CENTER JUNE 22 AT 7:30

Enjoy four tickets to see the Lion King at the Kennedy Center on Thursday, June 22nd at 7:30 pm. Your seats are in Orchestra, Row K!

More than 100 million people around the world have experienced the phenomenon of Disney's The Lion King, and now you can, too, when Washington, D.C.'s best-loved musical returns to the Kennedy Center. Winner of six Tony Awards, including Best Musical, this landmark musical event brings together one of the most imaginative creative teams on Broadway. Tony Award-winning director Julie Taymor brings to life a story filled with hope and adventure set against an amazing backdrop of stunning visuals. The Lion King also features some of Broadway's most recognizable music, crafted by Tony Award®-winning artists Elton John and Tim Rice. There is simply nothing else like The Lion King.

Starting Bid: $1,600
Min. Raise: $200
Value: Priceless
Buy Now: Not Avail.

63. OYSTERS FOR FORTY FROM KING STREET OYSTER BAR

Donated by: King Street Oyster Bar, Rick Allison

Now here is an absolutely fabulous party for you, your family, and guests. King Street Oyster Bar is bringing their food truck to your home for two hours to provide oysters for forty for your next event! You will need to contact them to arrange a mutually agreeable date, but what a party it will be.

King Street Oyster Bar specializes in bringing fresh oysters from both the West and East Coasts of the US and Canada.

They will include all the accompaniments you need to go with your oysters -- lemons, cocktail sauces, you name it. You provide the drinks, venue, guests, and other food you want, and you have an instant party.

We also have on display a beautiful dough bowl filled with fun, oyster-themed party goodies. Please take this home to use as a fabulous display at your oyster party, or for endless other displays in your home. Enjoy!

Starting Bid: $1,400
Min. Raise: $200
Value: Priceless
Buy Now: Not Avail.
64. LOCAL GRASSFED BEEF & OTHER GOODS FROM KINLOCH FARMS
Donated by: Ms. Andrea Currier, Mr. Justin Patterson ’96, Ms. Chloe Squires ’03, Mr. August Currier ’16

Enjoy a quarter bundle of Kinloch Farm’s 100% grassfed and finished Aberdeen Angus Beef. You’ll receive a selection from the entire animal, including steaks, roasts, ground, stewing cuts, and extras like bones and fat. The total weight is approximately 150 pounds—enough to feed your family and friends over the summer months of entertaining. In our commitment to utilizing the whole animal, we will also include a gift basket filled with a selection of products, including some made with our beef tallow and other Kinloch exclusive items like our famous Perfectly Raw Honey. You may pick up your beef bundle and goods at our Farm Store in The Plains, between May 15th and June 11th. We hope you enjoy this curated selection of goods from our family farm to your kitchen table!

Starting Bid: $980
Min. Raise: $100
Value: Priceless
Buy Now: Not Avail.

65. 4 SEATS IN THE PRESIDENT’S BOX AT NATIONAL THEATER FOR THE UPCOMING 2023/24 SEASON
Donated by: Mr. Jay Adams
The National Theater

Enjoy four seats in the President’s Box at the National Theater for a show of your choice during the upcoming 2023-24 season! The season will be announced in late May, and you will work with the ticket office to schedule your special event.

Every US President since 1835 has sat in the President’s Box at the National Theater, with the exception of Presidents Eisenhower, Obama, and Trump. It is said that the box was expanded for President Kennedy because he liked to bring so many guests!

Starting Bid: $850
Min. Raise: $75
Value: Priceless
Buy Now: Not Avail.
Silent Auction: DISTINCTIVE ITEMS

66. PARTAGAS SERIE D No. 4 BOX OF 25 CUBAN CIGARS

Donated by: David ’19 & Maya ’21 Caballero

When we think power, we think Partagas, and this No.4 is full of the Partagas power that we all search for, in a format which just seems right. This Robusto, one of the top selling Havanas, is strong and full-bodied, exploring aromas of wood and spice in equal doses. Colorado to Maduro, but always constructed to perfection, this is a Cuban classic. A connoisseurs cigar! These are not only one of the best-selling Partagas cigars, but also one of the best-selling Cuban cigars in the world. It uses finely-aged tobacco from the Vuelta Abajo region of Cuba. It is a flavorful, medium to full bodied cigar with a wonderfully complex profile.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Starting Bid:</th>
<th>$650</th>
<th>Value:</th>
<th>Priceless</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Min. Raise:</td>
<td>$75</td>
<td>Buy Now:</td>
<td>Not Avail.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

67. GORGEOUS HEART PENDANT WITH EMERALD

Donated by: Mystique Jewelers

Mystique Jewelers has donated this extraordinary Heart Pendant which features a beautiful emerald in the center. This pendant can be used on a necklace or you could have it added to a charm bracelet. Either way, it will be a lovely addition to your collection.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Starting Bid:</th>
<th>$500</th>
<th>Value:</th>
<th>Priceless</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Min. Raise:</td>
<td>$75</td>
<td>Buy Now:</td>
<td>Not Avail.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

68. MIDDLEBURG MAYOR FOR THE DAY

Donated by: Mr. Bridge Littleton, Mayor

Your city is calling you to service! A lucky student has the opportunity to join Mayor Bridge Littleton, proud Hill School Alumnus, as Mayor for a Day. As Mayor for the Day, you will preside over a council meeting, do a ride along with our police chief, be intimately involved with the operations of the town, meet with the town manager, and discuss priorities for the citizens of Middleburg. You will also tour the infrastructure facilities of Middleburg and be given a full overview of land planning and zoning, as well as the economic development responsibilities of the town. Dates and times are negotiable with Mayor Littleton for the summer of 2023!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Starting Bid:</th>
<th>$1,000</th>
<th>Value:</th>
<th>Priceless</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Middleburg Mayor for the Day
69. 6 TICKETS TO HADESTOWN AT THE NATIONAL THEATER JUNE 11TH AT 7:30

Donated by: Mr. and Mrs. Krisler Killinger

This is a wonderful opportunity to take the whole family to see Hadestown at the National Theater. Enjoy 6 tickets on Sunday, June 11th at 7:30 pm.

Welcome to HADESTOWN, where a song can change your fate. Winner of eight 2019 Tony Awards® including Best Musical and the 2020 Grammy® Award for Best Musical Theater Album, this acclaimed new show from celebrated singer-songwriter Anaïs Mitchell and innovative director Rachel Chavkin (Natasha, Pierre & The Great Comet of 1812) is a love story for today... and always.

HADESTOWN intertwines two mythic tales — that of young dreamers Orpheus and Eurydice, and that of King Hades and his wife Persephone — as it invites you on a hell-raising journey to the underworld and back. Mitchell’s beguiling melodies and Chavkin’s poetic imagination pit industry against nature, doubt against faith, and fear against love. Performed by a vibrant ensemble of actors, dancers and singers, HADESTOWN is a haunting and hopeful theatrical experience that grabs you and never lets go.

Starting Bid: $1,300
Min. Raise: $150
Value: Priceless
Buy Now: Not Avail.
Silent Auction: DISTINCTIVE ITEMS

70. TWO VIP PASSES TO DOC WEEK MAY 16 - MAY 20, 2023

*Donated by: Mr. and Mrs. Sean Clancy*

Doc Week Middleburg is one of the area’s most intriguing and enjoyable cultural events. The outdoor film festival presents five documentary films in five days in the beautiful Shenandoah Springtime. It’s a chance for documentary film lovers to be informed and delighted. Each evening begins with cocktails and pre-film interviews with directors, actors, and local experts from the film. Each evening, a different local restaurant will offer a picnic supper that you can purchase and enjoy on the hillside behind our very own Middleburg Community Center.

Enjoy 2 VIP Passes to Doc Week Middleburg Tuesday, May 16 - Saturday, May 20, 2023.

Your VIP Passes includes:

* Admission to all 5 films
* Saturday May 20th cocktail party catered by Neal Wavra of Field & Main and a private viewing of a feature film.
* Tickets are transferable and tax deductible

The films will be announced in late April.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Starting Bid:</th>
<th>$480</th>
<th>Value:</th>
<th>Priceless</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Min. Raise:</td>
<td>$40</td>
<td>Buy Now:</td>
<td>Not Avail.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

71. DINNER FOR TWO AT THE INN AT LITTLE WASHINGTON

*Donated by: The Inn at Little Washington*

Ask anyone who has been, dining at the Inn at Little Washington is an experience like no other. Patrick O’Connell’s restaurant draws admirers from around the world. Your party of two will enjoy an intimate dining experience where the chef’s creations pay homage to classical French cuisine.

Your certificate does not include taxes, gratuities, or alcoholic beverages. Bon Appetit and have a wonderful experience.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Starting Bid:</th>
<th>$600</th>
<th>Value:</th>
<th>Priceless</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Min. Raise:</td>
<td>$75</td>
<td>Buy Now:</td>
<td>Not Avail.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
72. THE ULTIMATE HILL SCHOOL LIBRARY

Donated by: The Faculty and Staff of Hill School

This may be one of the coolest packages we have ever assembled. Each member of our faculty and staff has contributed a favorite book -- we have included fiction, nonfiction, children’s, adult, reference, history, picture books, you name it. Some picked books that shaped their lives, others picked books that they just loved, others remember being read choices by their parents. All these books are memorable.

Each book has a name plate that tells you who chose the book and we have over 60 books in this incredible collection. The books are fantastic, a real treat for any reader and a wonderful remembrance of the real heart of Hill School, our faculty and staff!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Starting Bid</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$500</td>
<td>Priceless</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min. Raise:</td>
<td>$50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buy Now:</td>
<td>Not Avail</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

73. TIM MCGRAW & FAITH HILL AUTOGRAPHED ACOUSTIC GUITAR

Bid to own this Yamaha acoustic guitar signed by Faith Hill & Tim McGraw, which comes with a beautiful display case.

Faith Hill has won five Grammy Awards and sold over 30 million records with only seven original studio albums, many of them topping both the Billboard Top 100 and Country charts simultaneously.

Tim McGraw has sold more than 50 million records worldwide and dominated the singles charts with a stunning 43 #1 singles.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Starting Bid</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$350</td>
<td>Priceless</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min. Raise:</td>
<td>$40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buy Now:</td>
<td>Not Avail</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
74. HEREND "DOWN THE RABBIT HOLE"

*Donated by: Martin's Herend Imports Inc.*

Since 1826, Herend has created timeless designs with unsurpassed craftsmanship and artistry. These exquisite treasures make lovely collectibles and heirlooms for generations to come, and "Down the Rabbit Hole" is no exception. It features the famous fishnet pattern with 24K gold accents. It is made in Hungary and hand painted.

Measures 4"L X 5.25"H

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Starting Bid:</th>
<th>$350</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Min. Raise:</td>
<td>$40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value:</td>
<td>Priceless</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buy Now:</td>
<td>Not Avail.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
89. OUTDOOR PIZZA OVEN PACKAGE

Donated by: John and Kristy Pellerito

This package has everything you need to get started making your own perfect pizza. The Ooni Koda 12 is a portable, powerful outdoor oven created for convenience. Koda 12 tops 500°C in less than 15 minutes and bakes delicious Neapolitan-style pizza in 60 seconds. It is easy to use – ready to go straight out of the box! Simply unfold the legs, insert the pizza stone baking board, connect to a gas tank and you’re ready to go. Featuring instant gas ignition, you will be cooking your favorite pizzas in no time. Or maybe you want to roast some meat, fish, or vegetables? If you combine the Koda 12 with one of the Ooni cast iron cooking accessories, it becomes more than a pizza maker! The powder-coated carbon steel shell offers incredible heat retention, which combined with the efficiency and simplicity of using gas, result in an extraordinary cooking experience, all at the turn of a dial.

We have included The Pizza Bible: The World’s Favorite Pizza Styles, from Neapolitan, Deep-Dish, Wood-Fired, Sicilian, Calzones and Focaccia to New York, New Haven, Detroit, and More by 12-time world Pizza Champion Tony Gemignani. Abbondanza!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Starting Bid:</th>
<th>$380</th>
<th>Value:</th>
<th>Priceless</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Min. Raise:</td>
<td>$40</td>
<td>Buy Now:</td>
<td>Not Avail.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

90. TUBING DAY FOR 20 WITH BBQ & BONFIRE!

Donated by: Ms. Anne Champlin and Mr. Alex Hawkinson

New to the auction, enjoy this 2-3 hour river tubing excursion followed by a barbecue and bonfire for up to 20 people!

Park at the Hawkinson/Champlin property, and then hop on a bus to Locke’s Mill where you will embark with tubes and a floating cooler for a 2-3 hour float down the Shenandoah River. Get out at your leisure at the end of the float on our private property, where a bonfire pit, full barbecue dinner, and s’mores supplies will await for a relaxing evening along the river.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Starting Bid:</th>
<th>$1,200</th>
<th>Value:</th>
<th>Priceless</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
91. NINE DAY CAMPING ADVENTURE ON THE THE SHENANDOAH

Donated by: Ms. Anne Champlin and Mr. Alex Hawkinson

Enjoy a full week plus 2 weekends on each end with a private camper on the Shenandoah river!

The Hawkinson/Champlin camper will be parked along the Shenandoah River during the summer season and you can take your family there. The camper sleeps up to 5 people (ideal for parents and 2 kids) and includes running water, a bathroom with a shower, a small kitchen, air conditioning, and a tv for movies and entertainment when taking a break from the outdoors. It will be parked on the river with a bonfire pit, adirondack chairs, 2 kayaks, and a canoe for guest use.

The property includes 5 miles of private hiking trails! This is a great way to enjoy a wonderful new adventure with your family! To be scheduled on a mutually agreeable date.

Here is a 3D walkthrough of the same model camper that you would be using: https://my.matterport.com/show/?m=84WRcNFzb4h

Starting Bid: $1,000  Value: Priceless
92. A SCENIC LOT ON THE SHENANDOAH

Donated by: Ms. Anne Champlin and Mr. Alex Hawkinson

YOUR PRIVATE LOT PACKAGE ON THE SHENANDOAH INCLUDES:
* 100 Feet of river frontage on the Shenandoah
* Bonfire Pit, Ample Firewood, Weekly Maintenance
* Space for Parking
* Available May 1st through October 1st, 2023

Enjoy a private lot on the scenic Shenandoah River for the summer of 2022. Located in Bluemont, less than 30 minutes from Leesburg and Middleburg, you will have 100 feet of pristine frontage on the Shenandoah River to exclusively enjoy with your family and friends. The lot is part of a full mile of private river frontage designated as a Virginia Scenic River, so you’ll enjoy epic adventures surrounded by natural beauty. The lot includes a bonfire pit, ample firewood, weekly maintenance, and space for parking.

Fill your summer with swimming, tubing, kayaking, fishing, barbecues, bonfires, and campouts under the stars. The lucky winner of this auction item will have exclusive access to this lot from May 1 to October 1 of the 2023 season. The lot is located on River Road in Bluemont. The owners will meet with the winner to show them the lot and be available throughout the season to answer any questions and to ensure the maintenance is occurring. If desired, and at the winner's expense, the owners will arrange a portable toilet rental with weekly cleaning. Personal items can be left on the lot during the summer (i.e., the owners chain up their own kayaks to have them next to the river and ready to go), but the auction winner is responsible for their own items and any loss. This lot is fantastic and would be the perfect spot for a family or several families! What a great way to spend your summer!

Starting Bid: $1,200
Min. Raise: $150
Value: Priceless
Buy Now: Not Avail.
94. STIGA XTR SERIES INDOOR/OUTDOOR PING PONG TABLE PLUS COVER, PADDLES, & PING PONG BALLS
Donated by: Ping Pong Table donated by Hannah & Dan Lane, Accessories donated by Lindsey Lash and Emre Tunc

STIGA XTR PREMIUM, ALL WEATHER DESIGN FROM THE #1 TABLE TENNIS BRAND
- Durable outdoor table tennis table perfect for the patio or garage
BUILT TO LAST - Specifically designed and manufactured to withstand the elements.
ALL-WEATHER PERFORMANCE - Aluminum composite top offers great playability with all-weather performance
QUICKPLAY DESIGN - 10-minute QuickPlay design comes 95% preassembled out of the box for quick and easy setup
SIMPLE STORAGE - Effortlessly folds into an ultra-compact storage position in seconds with self-opening legs

We have also included a STIGA premium outdoor table cover, a set of four sport ping pong paddles, and 8 ping pong balls!

Starting Bid: $550  Value: Priceless

95. PAC-MAN ARCADE TABLE WITH SET OF TWO CHROME STOOLS

Face your competition - literally - with the PAC-MAN Head-to-Head Gaming Table from Arcade1Up! Bringing you authentic retro gaming experiences in a classic cocktail form factor, Arcade1Up head-to-heads are must-haves for your family game room, man cave, or a welcome distraction in the office. Standing 29” high, Head-to-Heads play great, look great, and are instant conversation pieces. And YES, they have clear cover tops, to protect from those accidental spills!

As an extra bonus, we have added a set of 2 easily-adjustable swivel bar stools in shiny chrome that coordinate with the tabletop game!

Arcade Game Includes 2 Light-up controllers and twelve games: Pac-Man, Galaga, Dig Dug, Mappy, Rolling Thunder, Dig Dug II, Tower of Druaga, Rompers, New Rally X, Galaxian, Pac & Pal, Super Pac-Man

Starting Bid: $550  Value: Priceless
96. OUTDOOR MOVIE NIGHT!

Donated by: Movie Screen & Stand donate by the Picolet Family
Projector, Tripod Stand, and Travel Case donated by the Wilder Family

We have everything you need for an outdoor movie night of your own:

120” Portable Outdoor Projection Screen & Stand with carrying bag

Outdoor projector with Wi-Fi and bluetooth, 360° Speaker, Movie
Projector, 100 Inch Picture, 4-Hour Video Playtime

Portable Projector Adjustable Tripod Stand for Capsule

Travel Case for Nebula Capsule Pocket Projector

Starting Bid: $400  Value: Priceless
Min. Raise: $40  Buy Now: Not Avail.

97. POP-A-SHOT OFFICIAL HOME DUAL SHOT
BASKETBALL

Donated by: Mr. and Mrs. Brad Palmer

Pop-a-Shot is a revolutionary and fully interactive Home Dual Shot
made by Pop-a-shot. Constructed from high-grade 1 ½” steel tubing
powder-coated to reduce rusting, extra-thick backboard, and durable
nylon ramp, the Home Dual Shot can withstand years of frequent use.
The rims are now stronger than ever, and the revised sensor placement
improves accuracy. An easily-accessible panel controls the 16 different
games and 6 audio options, providing almost limitless choices for years
of fun play. Pop-a-shot dimensions: 88” Length (folds to 37 inches) x
82/88/94” Height (adjustable) x 46” Width. Plus 7 mini balls!

Starting Bid: $350  Value: Priceless
Min. Raise: $40  Buy Now: Not Avail.
98. INFLATABLE STAND UP PADDLE BOARD WITH ACCESSORIES

*Donated by: Mr. and Mrs. Wyatt Korff*

The Scout Series is constructed for your next big adventure, wherever it takes you. A wider profile gives the Scout added stability at the heart of the board. Four D-ring attachment points provide the versatility to connect the included Comfort Cushion Seat, expanding your riding options for those who prefer the option to sit down and paddle like a kayak. The non-slip EVA deck pad is the ideal base so you can worry more about meeting your fitness goals and less about taking an unintentional swim. Pet friendly and easy to use, see why the Scout is the perfect companion on your next paddle excursion. Incredible stability meets remarkable durability for an experience you won’t forget! These boards are 10’ tall, 33” wide, and 6” thick. All boards are built tough with military grade construction and the latest in materials technology. This top-quality board is paired with all the accessories you need to get on the water right away:

YOUR BOARD COMES COMPLETE WITH: Lightweight adjustable aluminum paddle with flip-lock adjustment; also collapses for convenient travel, a dual action hand pump to cut inflation time in half, a detachable fin engineered for stability and safety, a comfort safety coil leash, a waterproof accessory bag for essentials such as your wallet, keys, and phone, 4 stainless steel D-rings around the deck make the Kahuna lineup compatible with the Comfort Cushion Seat, a durable backpack with padded shoulder and waist straps for comfortable and convenient portability of the whole package, and 1 paddle board kayak seat

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Starting Bid:</th>
<th>$180</th>
<th>Value: Priceless</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
100. BUCKETBALL - THE ULTIMATE OUTDOOR GAME!
Donated by: A Hill School Family
BucketBall is the ultimate beach, backyard, tailgating, and outdoor game family and friends love playing.
Combo Pack Includes 12 Ultra-Durable Red Buckets, 2 Hybrid Balls, 2 Bucket Pong Balls, 2 Tailgate Balls, Tote Bag, and Instructions.
Starting Bid: $50  Value: Priceless
Min. Raise: $10  Buy Now: Not Avail.

102. MIDDLEBURG COMMUNITY CENTER FAMILY POOL PASS #1
Donated by: Middleburg Community Center
Take your family to the Middleburg Community Center pool this summer with your Family Pool pass! Good for the entire summer for a family of five!
Starting Bid: $320  Value: Priceless
Min. Raise: $40  Buy Now: Not Avail.

103. MIDDLEBURG COMMUNITY CENTER FAMILY POOL PASS #2
Donated by: Middleburg Community Center
Take your family to the Middleburg Community Center pool this summer with your Family Pool pass! Good for the entire summer for a family of five!
Starting Bid: $320  Value: Priceless
Min. Raise: $40  Buy Now: Not Avail.
**105. PICKLEBALL/BADMINTON SET WITH PICKLEBALL AND BADMINTON PADDLES**
*Donated by: Darrow-Martinez Family*

All-in-One Pickleball & Badminton Set -
Half-Court Portable Pickleball Net, Adjusts to Badminton Net

4 durable paddles, 2 high-performing balls, and carrying bag

4 badminton rackets, 3 birdies, and a carrying case

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Starting Bid:</th>
<th>$165</th>
<th>Value:</th>
<th>Priceless</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

---

**106. THE ADVENTURE CHALLENGE - FAMILY EDITION**
*Donated by: Monique, John and Ryan '23 Lynch*

The Adventure Challenge - Family Edition & Camera Bundle

Every adventure in the book is a surprise until you scratch it off! Don’t forget to take photos with the Kodak Instant Digital Camera we included and let the book become a keepsake full of memories to look back on.

Obliterate boredom, break out of ruts, discover new favorite traditions, and create those "laugh so hard your face hurts moments" that you’ll tell stories about for years.

Our kids grow up too fast! Let’s create fun, lasting memories that bond us together with them. The goal of The Family Edition is connection through new experiences.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Starting Bid:</th>
<th>$90</th>
<th>Value:</th>
<th>Priceless</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Min. Raise:</td>
<td>$10</td>
<td>Buy Now:</td>
<td>Not Avail.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**107. SET OF 4 PICKLEBALL PADDLES & BALLS**
*Donated by: Ms. Ashley Kennedy*

Interested in Pickleball? This set of 4 Rally Meister durable wood pickleball paddles + 6 Indoor Jugs Pickleballs is great for beginners and families.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Starting Bid:</th>
<th>$60</th>
<th>Value:</th>
<th>Priceless</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Min. Raise:</td>
<td>$10</td>
<td>Buy Now:</td>
<td>Not Avail.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ESCAPE TO THE
EMERALD ISLE
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109. A ROUND OF GOLF FOR FOUR AT KINLOCH GOLF CLUB

Donated by: Mr. and Mrs. John Ayers

New to the auction this year, enjoy a round of golf plus caddies for four at Kinloch Golf Club.

Kinloch, located 12 miles from Richmond, is a special course. The remote setting frees your mind from everything but golf and players are delivered one great hole after another all day long. The variety of hole shapes, lengths, options, and creativity is impressive by anyone's standard and thus the memorability is off the charts. Good luck finding a course in better condition because you simply won't find one outside of Augusta. There simply is no finer golf course than Kinloch; it’s that good.

Tee time will be made available on a day and time that is mutually agreeable for Kinloch Golf Club and players, except play is not available during April, May, and October. Kinloch is a walking only club. The Ayers will provide your food & beverages and your caddie. A gratuity for the caddie is appreciated.

Starting Bid: $2,000
Min. Raise: $200
Value: Priceless
Buy Now: Not Avail.

110. ROUND OF GOLF FOR FOUR AT RTJ

Donated by: Mr. and Mrs. Gardner Britt

Enjoy golf for four at the famed RTJ golf course! Robert Trent Jones Jr., "the father of modern golf course architecture," considered the RTJ Golf Course in Manassas to be his masterpiece. He envisioned a championship course that would provide a retreat in the Washington DC area dedicated to golf. Lake Manassas is integral to the experience as it provides a visual centerpiece with most of the back nine running adjacent to it. Now you and three friends can experience this magnificent course. To be scheduled with the donor for a mutually agreeable date during the week. You need to give at least a few days advance notice prior to the date you would like to go. Enjoy this special opportunity!

Starting Bid: $1,200
Min. Raise: $150
Value: Priceless
Buy Now: Not Avail.
Silent Auction: GOLF

111. GOLF FOR THREE AT CONGRESSIONAL

Donated by: Ms. Michelle Pablo and Mr. Peter Anthony

Golf for three at Congressional Country Club! Enjoy an extraordinary day of golf at one of the most prestigious golf clubs in the world.

Michelle and Peter are happy to work out which course you want to play, but scheduling in advance is a must! Congressional requires as much notice as possible for guest rounds, so please work with them to get it on the books!

Winner is responsible for the gratuity for the caddies.

Starting Bid: $1,000  Value: Priceless

112. GOLF FOR FOUR AT CREIGHTON FARMS

Donated by: The Club at Creighton Farms

Enjoy a round of golf for 4 at The Club at Creighton Farms. The perfect opportunity to take friends or clients for an afternoon of golf. You will not forget your round on the award-winning Jack Nicklaus Signature course, which includes Tuesday through Thursday green fees and carts, based on availability. Additional Club amenities include full service locker rooms with sauna rooms, fitness area and Jack's Pub. Expires December 31, 2023.

Starting Bid: $1,000  Value: Priceless

113. GOLF FOR 4 AT EVERGREEN COUNTRY CLUB AND CLUB GRILL GIFT CERTIFICATE

Donated by: Mr. and Mrs. John Ayers

You're off to Evergreen Country Club in Haymarket to enjoy a round of golf for four on the beautifully maintained, challenging golf course. Your round of golf includes a golf cart and $150 credit in the Club Grill Room. Your tee times are available Monday through Friday only. Please bring your certificate at the time of play and when going to the grill.

Starting Bid: $500  Value: Priceless
114. GREEN FEES FOR FOUR AT BULL RUN GOLF CLUB

Donated by: Bull Run Golf Club

Head to Bull Run Golf Club with this certificate for green fees for four. Available Monday through Sunday, your cart rental is included, but you must present your certificate. Please call the Pro Shop to make your tee time reservation. Enjoy your day of golf!

Starting Bid: $300
Min. Raise: $40
Value: Priceless
Buy Now: Not Avail.

115. GOLF FOR FOUR AT THE WINCHESTER COUNTRY CLUB

Donated by: Winchester Golf Club

Enjoy golf for four at The Winchester Country Club. Golf cart included. Weekend play after 1:00 pm only.

Starting Bid: $200
Min. Raise: $30
Value: Priceless
Buy Now: Not Avail.
ESCAPE TO THE
EMERALD ISLE

GIFTS FOR
THE
GENTLEMAN

2023
Bourbon Lovers Raffle

$25 a Raffle Ticket for a Bottle of Blanton's Single Barrel Bourbon
40 Chances Only
120. SIP ME, I'M IRISH!

Donated by: Mr. and Mrs. David Condon

"Too much of anything is bad, but too much good whiskey is barely enough" Mark Twain

We have secured an elusive bottle of Blue Spot 7 Year Single Pot Still Irish Whiskey. Blue Spot is matured for no less than 7 years in bourbon casks, sherry butts, and Portuguese madeira casks, all bottled at cask strength for you to enjoy. On the nose you will find a light mix of pineapple, kiwi, green banana, and lime zest followed by pot still spices, baked apple, hazelnut, and toasted wood. The taste is a subtle mix of fruit, a hint of clove oil and cracked black pepper corns, and then sweet spices, vanilla, and cinnamon add to the wood's nutty contribution. The finish is a lasting and distinctly palatable balance of exotic fruits and spices.

And on the nights you don't feel like sharing your Blue Spot, we have included a bottle of Redbreast 12 Year Irish Whiskey. It boasts the flavor complexity and distinctive qualities of Pot Still whiskey. Matured in a combination of bourbon and sherry casks, the distinctive Redbreast sherry style is a joy to behold in each and every bottle.

Sláinte!

Starting Bid: $230
Min. Raise: $30
Value: Priceless
Buy Now: Not Avail.

121. PERFECT PRACTICE PUTTING MAT

Donated by: Mrs. Judith Washburn

Practice putting like the pros! This perfect 9’ 6” putting mat improves your stroke and alignment, precision and accuracy and lowers your golf score. It is portable, has a ball return, and is great for left or right handed golfers.

This is the perfect gift for your favorite golfer!

Starting Bid: $120
Min. Raise: $20
Value: Priceless
Buy Now: Not Avail.
122. ARAN ISLANDS MEN'S SWEATER IN CHARCOAL

Donated by: Mr. and Mrs. Brendan Lovelette

Traditional Aran men's sweater in charcoal with a crew neck. Features a honeycomb and cable knit pattern.
100% Aran wool.
Made in Ireland.
Size XL

Starting Bid: $70
Min. Raise: $10
Value: Priceless
Buy Now: Not Avail.

123. HOMEBREWED CRAFT BEER FROM MATT TOLLEY

Donated by: Mr. Matt Tolley

Longtime home brewer and current professional brewer, Matt Tolley, crafted this special box of four large (750 ml) bottles of innovative award-winning beers!

Starting Bid: $100
Min. Raise: $20
Value: Priceless
Buy Now: Not Avail.

124. A SAMPLING OF IRISH BEERS!

Donated by: The Fun Shop

This set of Irish pub glasses are perfect for sampling these fun Irish beers. This package is complete with the addition of two funny Irish kitchen towels.

Starting Bid: $65
Min. Raise: $10
Value: Priceless
Buy Now: Not Avail.
125. EAGLE RARE, BLANTON’S SINGLE BARREL & WELLER SPECIAL RESERVE BUNDLE

Enjoy this trio of hard to find Kentucky Bourbons:

1 Eagle Rare - 750ml
1 Blanton’s Single Barrel - 750ml
1 Weller Special Reserve - 750ml

Starting Bid: $250  Value: Priceless
Min. Raise: $30   Buy Now: Not Avail.

126. EAGLE RARE, BLANTON’S SINGLE BARREL & BOOKERS BOURBON SMALL BATCH

Enjoy this trio of hard to find Kentucky Bourbons:

1 Eagle Rare - 750ml
1 Blanton’s Single Barrel - 750ml
1 Booker’s Small Batch - 750ml

Starting Bid: $320  Value: Priceless
Min. Raise: $40   Buy Now: Not Avail.
ESCAPE TO THE
EMERALD ISLE

GIFTS FOR HER

2023
Golden Key Game
$25 a chance

HERMÈS
PARIS

500. GOLDEN KEY RAFFLE FOR HERMES CLIC H BRACELET

The Hermes Clic H bracelet is an iconic piece in the designer world. The bracelets are elegant, timeless, and instantly make a statement. It looks gorgeous by itself and literally can be worn with any outfit.

We have selected the Clic H bracelet in orange with gold trimmed hardware for our Golden Key.

For $25 take a chance on this iconic bracelet. You may purchase your chance online beginning Friday, May 12th. If you are not present, Sarah Schroder will select a key on your behalf and try in on Saturday evening at the conclusion of our live bidding.

Value: Priceless  Qty Avail.:  50
Purchase Options:
1 Golden Key $25
132. WOMEN’S ARAN CABLE KNIT SWEATER FROM IRELAND

Donated by: Mr. and Mrs. Brendan Lovelette

This unique sweater in denim features a stunning display of the cable knit and has a gorgeous exaggerated crew neckline. Knit using 100% merino wool, this sweater is soft against your skin. It is a very contemporary alternative to the traditional Irish Aran sweater. This is a fabulously unique addition to any knitwear collection.

Size Medium
Starting Bid: $110 Value: Priceless

133. HEARTSPOKEN, HOW TO WRITE NOTES THAT CONNECT, COMFORT, ENCOURAGE AND INSPIRE BY ELIZABETH H. COTTRELL (’63)

Donated by: Ms. Elizabeth H. Cottrell

"Heartsspoken:" How to Write Notes that Connect, Comfort, Encourage, and Inspire by Elizabeth Cottrell is a guidebook for writing meaningful and heartfelt notes that truly connect with the recipient. The book provides practical tips, inspiring examples, and personal stories to help readers craft notes that comfort, encourage, and inspire others.

Elizabeth Herbert Cottrell is an alumni of Hill School, Class of ’63. It is an honor to include her book in our auction this year.

To start you on your writing journey, we have included some lovely notecards too!

Starting Bid: $25 Value: Priceless
Min. Raise: $10 Buy Now: Not Avail.

134. ATHLETA ACE TENNIS DRESS IN WHITE SIZE L

Donated by: Shannon Crocker

ATHLETA Ace Tennis Dress in White. Made of recycled SuperSonic fabric with supportive compression, breathable and quick drying. Has back pocket that makes it easy to stash your tennis balls between sets. Size large.

Starting Bid: $50 Value: Priceless
Min. Raise: $10 Buy Now: Not Avail.
Silent Auction: GIFTS FOR HER

135. LE PLIAGE ORIGINAL SHOULDER BAG IN THUNDERSTORM FROM LONGCHAMP

Donated by: Les Jardins de Bagatelle

Les Jardins de Bagatelle here in Middleburg has donated a Longchamp Le Pliage Original shoulder bag in thunderstorm. This tote bag captivates you with its minimalist silhouette and compact volume, and it can even be folded into the size of a paperback book. Its long handles allow you to wear it comfortably on your shoulder, while its zipper closure ensures the safety of all of your belongings. Longchamp drew its inspiration from origami when creating LE PLIAGE, a light, foldaway bag that has since become a cult object worldwide.

Starting Bid: $120
Min. Raise: $20
Value: Priceless
Buy Now: Not Avail.

136. GREEN & WHITE STRIPED LINEN SCARF WITH THE PERFECT STRAW BAG

Donated by: The Fun Shop

Enjoy this lovely linen scarf in varying green and white stripes. Perfect for breezy mornings and cool nights. 100% Linen. Measures 72" x 28"

We have added it to the perfect sized straw bag. Use for a day out at the market, wineries or beach.

Starting Bid: $50
Min. Raise: $10
Value: Priceless
Buy Now: Not Avail.

137. PICNIC GABLES BAG FROM J MCLAUGHLIN

Lighten up the classic spring tote with the Picnic Gables bag from J. McLaughlin in natural wicker trimmed with soft luggage leather.

Now all you need is a picnic blanket and some seasonal snacks! This bag can hold all of the essentials for a day in the park.

Starting Bid: $100
Min. Raise: $20
Value: Priceless
Buy Now: Not Avail.
138. LILLY PULITZER SHEA SILK TUNIC SIZE SMALL

When your next occasion calls for a statement top, look no further than the Shea Tunic from Lilly. The sophisticated stand collar is offset by playful sleeves and an island-inspired print that is sure to put you in a sunny state of mind.
Size Small
100% Silk
Dry Clean Only.

Starting Bid: $60
Min. Raise: $10
Value: Priceless
Buy Now: Not Avail.

139. LILLY PULITZER OCEAN TRAIL SHORTS IN TURQUOISE OASIS

Hit the trail in effortless style with the Lilly Pulitzer® Ocean Trail Shorts. Running short crafted in a printed woven polyester.
Elasticized waist.
Back pocket.
Mesh undershort.
Curved hems.
100% polyester.
Machine wash cold, tumble dry low.
Size Small

Starting Bid: $40
Min. Raise: $10
Value: Priceless
Buy Now: Not Avail.

140. LILLY PULITZER BRAIDED BELT - SIZE M

Pink, Green and White Braided Belt by Lilly Pulitzer. It measures 40” long and is fully adjustable with two gold colored rings.

Starting Bid: $25
Min. Raise: $10
Value: Priceless
Buy Now: Not Avail.
141. LILLY PULITZER TENNIS OUTFIT - SIZE S

Three piece set includes a white dress with aqua trim, and a zip-up jacket. All size Small.

Starting Bid: $60   Value: Priceless
Min. Raise: $10   Buy Now: Not Avail.

142. TOMS ALPARGATA LEATHER SHOES SIZE 9

Donated by: Shannon Crocker

Bring the "WOW" factor to any outfit with this TOMS exclusive Glitter Rib style shoe that features a leather midsole for a look that's both polished and classic. Size 9M

Starting Bid: $30   Value: Priceless
Min. Raise: $10   Buy Now: Not Avail.

143. SCOUT LUNCH TOTE AND STANLEY QUENCHER H2.0 40 OZ TUMBLER

Donated by: The Fun Shop

SCOUT Nooner Lunch Box - Lightweight, Insulated Lunch Bag with Outside Zip Pocket and Stanley Quencher H2.0 Flowstate Tumbler in gray. You will be lunching in style!

Starting Bid: $65   Value: Priceless
Min. Raise: $10   Buy Now: Not Avail.
ESCAPE TO THE EMERALD ISLE

HEALTH & BEAUTY

2023
147. MAKE BEAUTY PERSONAL WITH AIYANA ATELIER OF MIDDLEBURG

Donated by: Ashley Carmen FNP-C, Owner/Injector Aiyana Atelier

This extraordinary package includes a beautiful basket of select skincare items and a GIFT CARD FOR $1,750 towards services and products at Middleburg’s newest aesthetic studio - Aiyana Atelier!

Aiyana Atelier is a female-owned boutique aesthetic studio focused on the art of keeping you endlessly beautiful through every stage of life. They work together with you to develop a full spectrum treatment plan focused on you to address your concerns. Aiyana Atelier specializes in non-surgical treatments centered around optimal skin health, from early prevention to aging skin, and everything in between to help you define your beauty.

Your basket includes PCA Creamy Cleanser face wash, Aiyana Atelier private line skin care Lipid Oil for ultimate hydration, and Daily Replenishing Tinted Sunscreen. There is also a Revitalash bundle of products for healthy and strong brows/lashes!

Enhance your individual beauty at Aiyana Atelier!

Starting Bid: $1,800  Value: Priceless

148. A WILSON CLASH 100 TENNIS RACQUET

Donated by: Middleburg Tennis Club

Middleburg Tennis Club has kindly donated a Wilson Clash 100 Tennis Racquet. This is a sublimely flexible racquet that maintains a powerful and controllable feel. It introduces FreeFlex: a revolutionary technology that makes Clash the world’s first racquet designed and engineered to bend with any swing style. The dynamic flex is a perfect fit for the modern tennis swing and provides an uncanny feel. StableSmart, the unique frame geometry of the Clash, provides best-in-class stability for the most flexible frame in the sport. The Clash 100 also incorporates Dynamic Stability X-Section Technology to maintain high-end stability in a racquet with so much dynamic flex. Simply put, players can swing big and have confidence the racquet performs with control. The racquet is very maneuverable at under 11 ounces strung, features a 100 square inch head, and a 16x19 string pattern. Wilson recommends a tension range in the low to mid 50s for multifilament strings, and in the mid 40s with polyester strings. Please contact the club for stringing (included) 540-687-6388.

Starting Bid: $175  Value: Priceless
149. SPA DAY FOR FOUR AT SALAMANDER

Donated by: Salamander Resort & Spa

Hey girlfriends or couples! How wonderful does this sound? A spa day for FOUR at Salamander! Your spa day includes one 50-minute well-being massage for each of you, a two hour private cabana rental (in-season only June - August), plus a fitness class AND lunch for four in the Gold Cup Wine Bar (excludes alcohol!)

Based on availability and subject to blackout dates. Make your plans for your special spa day now! Please note your certificate expires May 13, 2024 and may not be extended.

Starting Bid: $875
Min. Raise: $75
Value: Priceless
Buy Now: Not Avail.

151. 50 UNITS BOTOX COSMETIC FROM REFINED AESTHETICS

Donated by: Ms. Sarah Safa, MS, PAC/Refined Aesthetics

This gift certificate from Refined Aesthetics in Leesburg entitles you to 50 Units of Botox Cosmetic.

Botox Cosmetic helps to soften lines and wrinkles on the face in addition to uplifting facial features. Botox is most commonly used in the crows feet, forehead lines, and frown lines between the brows.

Starting Bid: $590
Min. Raise: $50
Value: Priceless
Buy Now: Not Avail.

153. A BROADBAND, LIGHT THERAPY & MOXI TREATMENT FROM REFINED AESTHETICS

Donated by: Ms. Sarah Safa, MS, PAC/Refined Aesthetics

We have another gift certificate from Refined Aesthetics which entitles you to one BroadBand, Light Therapy & Moxi Treatment.

Broad Band Light (BBL) therapy and Moxi treatment to help improve sun damage, broken vessels, fine lines, and skin texture.

Starting Bid: $750
Min. Raise: $75
Value: Priceless
Buy Now: Not Avail.
154. 60 MINUTE MASSAGE FROM MIDDLEBURG MASSAGE THERAPY
Donated by: Mrs. Lucy Zimmerman
Enjoy a 60 minute massage session at Middleburg Massage Therapy.

Starting Bid: $100  Value: Priceless

155. SALON KHOURI - $150 GIFT CERTIFICATE
Donated by: Salon Khouri
Enjoy this gift certificate for $150 for Salon Khouri. Salon Khouri is a full-service hair salon in Loudoun County, VA, that was described by Northern Virginia Magazine as an “innovative beauty respite that defies the ordinary,” is here to serve all of your beauty needs. Love your hair! https://salonkhouri.com

Starting Bid: $130  Value: Priceless

156. $50 GIFT CERTIFICATE TO SALON KHOURI
Donated by: Salon Khouri
Enjoy this gift certificate for $50 for Salon Khouri. Salon Khouri is a full-service hair salon in Loudoun County, VA, that was described by Northern Virginia Magazine as an “innovative beauty respite that defies the ordinary,” is here to serve all of your beauty needs. Love your hair! https://salonkhouri.com

Starting Bid: $40  Value: Priceless
Min. Raise: $10  Buy Now: Not Avail.
161. FITNESS BASKET

Donated by: Mr. Heath Croll & Ms. Amy Hershey

This basket has everything you need to start or reinvigorate your fitness journey.

Your package includes: One fitness/nutritional assessment from fellow Hill School parent, Heath Croll, to be offered at one of his convenient locations. Heath works with adults, high school students, and your Hill School students and one fitness assessment and one personal training session from fellow Hill School parent, Amy Hershey. Amy is the founder and owner of Loudoun Pilates. Amy brings years of experience, as well as enthusiasm and passion to properly educate, guide, and encourage each of her clients on their health and wellness journey.

Plus:

$100 Gift Card to Lululemon
Stanley Quencher H2.0 Flowstate 40 ounce Tumbler
yoga mat

Starting Bid: $350
Min. Raise: $40
Value: Priceless
Buy Now: Not Avail.
3. RAFFLE FOR HEAD OF SCHOOL EXPERIENCE

*Donated by: Mr. Treavor Lord, Headmaster*

We have turned the Head of School Experience into a raffle! Get your chances today! Raffle will not be pulled until the close of the auction - Sunday, May 14th.

What Hill student wouldn't enjoy the Head of School Experience? Your son or daughter will have three days of duties! These will include making a "surprise" call to all families on a Tuesday afternoon, announcing that he or she is acting Head of School and that there will be a special treat served to all the students on Thursday of that week. On Wednesday morning, our new Head of School will be at the curb to greet students as they arrive at school. In addition, he or she will "host" (with Mr. Lord's support) the all school assembly, asking for announcements, dismissing classes, everything that is involved with running a weekly assembly! And he or she will remind everyone that there will be a special treat on Thursday.

In remembrance of this special day, our Acting Head of School will be presented with a special momento of the experience to take home. A personal interview and photo of our Acting Head of School will also appear in "Take Note" at the end of the week.

**Value:** Priceless  
**Qty Avail.:** 260

**Purchase Options:**
1 Ticket for $25
175. ULTIMATE HILL SCHOOL SWAG

*Donated by: Mr. and Mrs. Sonny Swann/Climatic Heating and Cooling, Inc.*

This basket of Hill School swag is one-of-a-kind and it is awesome!

You get a North Face Connector Backpack with the Hill School logo embroidered on it.

Then, you get three Hill School Yeti’s that are amazing and engraved on both sides:
- 1 - 20 oz travel mug in navy
- 1 - 26 oz water bottle with chug cap in alpine yellow
- 1 - 26 oz stackable cup with straw lid in gray

A big thanks to the Swann Family and Climatic for getting all this great stuff made up for the school!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Starting Bid:</th>
<th>$200</th>
<th>Value:</th>
<th>Priceless</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Min. Raise:</td>
<td>$30</td>
<td>Buy Now:</td>
<td>Not Avail.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

176. EXTRAORDINARY HILL SCHOOL BOOK PILLOWS

Truly one-of-a-kind Hill School treasures! These “book” pillows in dappled and marbleized velvets from Beata Heuman in London were designed and created by The Juilliard School’s costumer (and Brooklyn textile artist), Nicola Gardiner, in New York.

Hand sewn by Nicola down to the Hill School lions and monograms, these plush pillows are elevated and unique! The velvets resemble 19th century book linings of ancient leather volumes. The edges even look like pages.

The Hill School pillows are a perfect accent for a sofa, chair or bed to add color and fun. Designed exclusively for the school library this year, the Auction is proud to offer two library “book” pillows to a lucky family.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Starting Bid:</th>
<th>$475</th>
<th>Value:</th>
<th>Priceless</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Min. Raise:</td>
<td>$40</td>
<td>Buy Now:</td>
<td>Not Avail.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
177. EXTRAORDINARY HILL SCHOOL BOOK PILLOWS

Truly one-of-a-kind Hill School treasures! These “book” pillows in dappled and marbleized velvets from Beata Heuman in London were designed and created by The Juilliard School’s costumer (and Brooklyn textile artist), Nicola Gardiner, in New York.

Hand sewn by Nicola down to the Hill School lions and monograms, these plush pillows are elevated and unique! The velvets resemble 19th century book linings of ancient leather volumes. The edges even look like pages.

The Hill School pillows are a perfect accent for a sofa, chair or bed to add color and fun. Designed exclusively for the school library this year, the Auction is proud to offer two library “book” pillows to a lucky family.

Starting Bid: $450  Value: Priceless
Min. Raise: $40  Buy Now: Not Avail.

178. ADMISSION FOR AN ALUMNI SPORTING CLAYS TEAM

Donated by: The Hill Alumni Association

Join the Hill School community for a wonderful day of sporting clays at Oak Spring. Item includes admission for a team of 5 shooters, breakfast, lunch, drinks, and 60 targets on a course designed by National Champion, Britton Condon. Team members should have some shotgun experience and bring their own guns and ammunition. Target ammunition only, with a shot size not to exceed 7.5 shot.

Starting Bid: $450  Value: Priceless
Min. Raise: $40  Buy Now: Not Avail.

179. ENJOY A MATINEE PERFORMANCE WITH MS. COULTER

Ms. Coulter will take two students (grades 5 and up) to the theater! Once an age appropriate show is selected (on a mutually agreeable date), she will treat your students to lunch and a show. They can count on a lot of theater talk, a great performance, and big fun!

Starting Bid: $600  Value: Priceless
Min. Raise: $75  Buy Now: Not Avail.
180. HILL SCHOOL SUMMER CAMP

Donated by: The Hill School

You have a $375 credit towards the summer camp of your choice! Contact Sarah in the business office to receive your code to apply your credit towards your camp choice.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Starting Bid:</th>
<th>Value:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Priceless</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min. Raise:</td>
<td>Buy Now:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$345</td>
<td>Not Avail.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$40</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

181. PLAYGROUND & POPSICLES PARTY WITH THE JK TEAM

Donated by: Ms. Caitlin Slater & Ms. Maria Fedorchak

Treat up to 12 children to a "Playground & Popsicle" party with Ms. Fedorchak and Mrs. Slater. This 90 minute playdate will be at the Hill School playground and includes games, activities and, of course, popsicles! To be used the summer of 2023 on a mutually agreeable date and time.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Starting Bid:</th>
<th>Value:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$100</td>
<td>Priceless</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min. Raise:</td>
<td>Buy Now:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$20</td>
<td>Not Avail.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

182. ONE WEEK OF LEGO CAMP WITH MRS. ALL

Donated by: Mrs. Denise All

Join Denise All for an awesome week of Lego Camp. Come use your imagination while playing Legos with friends. Explore castles, design cities, and create spaceships! Each day will start with a new group challenge and end with an amazing finished product. For rising JK through 3rd grade. Join in the Lego fun!

The camps you can choose from are:

- June 19th - June 23rd
- June 26th - June 30th
- July 31 - Aug 4th

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Starting Bid:</th>
<th>Value:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$345</td>
<td>Priceless</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min. Raise:</td>
<td>Buy Now:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$40</td>
<td>Not Avail.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
183. GUITAR LESSONS WITH MR. TOCHTERMAN  
Donated by: Mr. Peyton Tochterman  
Peyton Tochterman, with over 20 years’ experience making music, is offering 4 - 45 minute guitar lessons for your student. These guitar lessons will be held at Hill School and are available to any student, regardless of experience. Dates and times to be mutually agreed upon. Take advantage of this opportunity to learn guitar with Mr. Tochterman!

Starting Bid: $240  
Min. Raise: $30  
Value: Priceless  
Buy Now: Not Avail.

184. FACULTY ACCESS TO HILL SCHOOL  
Donated by: Hill School  
Has your child ever needed something from their cubby or forgotten sports equipment in the locker room over the weekend? Felt cabin fever during a snow day and wished your family could get into the Hill School gym to run around or shoot some hoops? Here's your chance to have 24/7 access to the Hill School! This item includes the use (by a responsible adult) of a Hill School "G" key-a master key that will allow you to get into any building on campus morning, noon, or night, just like the Hill faculty and staff, for the entire 2023-24 school year!

Starting Bid: $350  
Min. Raise: $40  
Value: Priceless  
Buy Now: Not Avail.

185. RESERVED PARKING SPACE #1  
Donated by: The Hill School  
Always looking for a parking space when you come to Hill? Well, look no more! For one school year, September through June, you will have a reserved parking space! In the main parking lot, by the playground, this is the first spot in the parking lot. The sign is attached to the metal pole (see photo). It will be reserved for you with your family's name. Now you can come to Hill as often as you want, at any time of day, and know you will always be able to find a spot!

Starting Bid: $500  
Min. Raise: $50  
Value: Priceless  
Buy Now: Not Avail.
186. RESERVED PARKING SPACE #2
Donated by: The Hill School

Always looking for a parking space when you come to Hill? Well, look no more! For one school year, September through June, you will have a reserved parking space! In the main parking lot, by the playground, one spot will be reserved for you with your family’s name. It is the second spot in the parking lot on the right side. The sign is attached to a fence post and surrounded with flowers (see photo). Now you can come to Hill as often as you want, at any time of day, and know you will always be able to find a spot! This is the second spot in the parking lot on the right.

Starting Bid: $500  Value: Priceless

187. NAME THE MAIN CIRCLE
Donated by: The Hill School

Attention Parents and Grandparents! Returning to the Auction this year, we are continuing a tradition of naming our front circle! Over the years, our circle has been named after many fine children! Now you have the opportunity to name the front circle after your child or grandchild. For one year, our front circle will be named after one of our students (or alums). The name will be displayed on a sign as you first enter the main circle from September through June (The child should be a current student or alum of Hill School).

Starting Bid: $300  Value: Priceless
Min. Raise: $40  Buy Now: Not Avail.

188. 2023 GRADUATION SEATS
Donated by: The Hill School

Eighth Grade Parents! We have a fabulous opportunity for you. You and your family will have the ten closest seats to the graduates this year and have the table of your choice at the party after. Inside, outside, whatever you want. This is a great way to support the school and be in the front row for this special event!

Starting Bid: $450  Value: Priceless
Min. Raise: $40  Buy Now: Not Avail.
189. SPOOKTACULAR OPPORTUNITY TO BE A "SCARER" AT MR. LORD'S HOUSE FOR HALLOWEEN #1
Donated by: Mr. and Mrs. Krister Killinger, Mr. Lord

New to the auction this year, you can be a "SCARER" at Mr. Lord's house. Opportunity is for an adult or a student grade 6 or older and doesn't scare easily. If it is a student, they get to leave Hill one hour early on Tuesday, October 31st. The Killinger family will do your makeup, get you in your costume, and teach you how to be a REAL SCARER! Remember, part of being a SCARER is surprising your victim, so you need to be quiet and patient at times! You also can't tell anyone you won -- scaring is important business!

Dinner is provided, and then the night is yours to scare away!

Starting Bid: $120
Min. Raise: $20
Value: Priceless
Buy Now: Not Avail.

190. SPOOKTACULAR OPPORTUNITY TO BE A "SCARER" AT MR. LORD'S HOUSE FOR HALLOWEEN #2
Donated by: Mr. and Mrs. Krister Killinger, Mr. Lord

New to the auction this year, you can be a "SCARER" at Mr. Lord's house. Opportunity is for an adult or a student grade 6 or older and doesn't scare easily. If it is a student, they get to leave Hill one hour early on Tuesday, October 31st. The Killinger family will do your makeup, get you in your costume, and teach you how to be a REAL SCARER! Remember, part of being a SCARER is surprising your victim, so you need to be quiet and patient at times! You also can't tell anyone you won -- scaring is important business!

Dinner is provided, and then the night is yours to scare away!

Starting Bid: $120
Min. Raise: $20
Value: Priceless
Buy Now: Not Avail.
191. A SUPERHERO SCAVENGER HUNT
Donated by: Mrs. Cate Donohoe, Mrs. Denise All, Mrs. Dorsey deButts and Ms. Hannah Spezzano
Grab your cape, charge up your super power, and join the fun! Cate Donohoe, Denise All, Hannah Spezzano and Dorsey deButts will lead a class of JK to second graders in a Superhero Scavenger Hunt Party! This fabulous gathering will take place at the Hill School Barn on a mutually agreeable Friday afternoon, 3:00-5:00 pm. Your superhero will “Save the Day” using their super human powers to overcome obstacles, chase villains, and find secret treasures to "Save the Day." This action-packed afternoon will include super-charged snacks and sweet treats to energize your superhero and prepare them for their next heroic mission.

Starting Bid: $150  Value: Priceless

192. A PRINCESS CUPCAKE PARTY
Donated by: Mrs. Emily Tyler, Ms. Maria Fedorchak and Mrs. April Simms
Calling all little princesses—have we got a party for you! Join Emily Tyler, Maria Fedorchak, and April Simms for a fabulous Friday afternoon to celebrate all things sweet and sparkly. Every princess knows, we should start with hair and makeup - and what princess is complete without a jewel studded tiara, which we will adorn together. We will have cupcakes to decorate, magical fruit wands, and punch in perfect silver cups - oh so proper, oh so fun, oh so sweet. Royal games including "Pin the Kiss on the Frog" and "Search for Cinderella’s Lost Slipper" will be played. This party is available on a mutually agreeable Friday afternoon 3:00-4:30 pm on the Hill campus for girls in grades JK to 2nd. The party is for all the girls in one single grade.

Starting Bid: $200  Value: Priceless
Min. Raise: $30  Buy Now: Not Avail.
193. A CAMPUS WALK FOR SIX WITH BOB DORNIN

*Donated by: Bob Dornin*

Hill School's campus is an amazing tapestry of native and exotic trees, shrubs, and perennials.

Six friends will take a campus walk with Bob Dornin to learn about the history, beauty, and utility of the plantings at Hill School. He will also explain what it took for our arboretum to be accepted into the prestigious Archives of American Gardens at the Smithsonian and to be added to The Garden Club of America Collection.

This informative walk will be scheduled on a mutually agreeable date.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Starting Bid:</th>
<th>Min. Raise:</th>
<th>Value:</th>
<th>Buy Now:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$350</td>
<td>$40</td>
<td>Priceless</td>
<td>Not Avail.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

195. A FAMILY ART SESSION WITH MS. CONTI

*Donated by: Ms. Linda Conti*

You and your family will have a date with Hill School art teacher, Linda Conti. Create your own set of one-of-a-kind masterpieces for your home.

Whether landscape or abstract expressionism is your favorite, Ms. Conti will guide you ALL through the process, and each of you will go home with your own work of art.

Scheduled on a mutually acceptable date. This is the best day ever! Don’t miss out!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Starting Bid:</th>
<th>Min. Raise:</th>
<th>Value:</th>
<th>Buy Now:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$400</td>
<td>$40</td>
<td>Priceless</td>
<td>Not Avail.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

196. CLASS PARTY IN THE GYM!

*Donated by: Mrs. Kim Renneker and Mr. Alex Kirven*

Join Mrs. Renneker and Mr. Kirven for a special afternoon in the gym. They will watch and play with up to 30 students for an hour and a half after school one day. You can bring pizza and popsicles and make it a party for your student, or pool together with your classmates to plan a special afternoon for the kids.

Sounds like a perfect way to spend an afternoon!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Starting Bid:</th>
<th>Min. Raise:</th>
<th>Value:</th>
<th>Buy Now:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$200</td>
<td>$30</td>
<td>Priceless</td>
<td>Not Avail.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
197. SKI FRIDAY PARENTING KIT

*Donated by: Monique, John and Ryan Lynch*

Curated by outgoing “Ski Mom” (aka Volunteer Ski Club Coordinator), Monique Lynch, this kit has everything you need for success on Ski Fridays, including: waterproof touchscreen gloves, thermal socks, Hill School hats & scarf, cow bell for Mini-Olympics day, Visa gift card for gas & food, polarized sports sunglasses, ear warmer headband, winter lip balm, ski journal, waterproof bags for wet clothes, car air fresheners for the stinky ride home, and more. Prepare yourself for Hill School Ski Club 2024 by bidding on this kit!

- **Starting Bid:** $250
- **Min. Raise:** $30
- **Value:** Priceless
- **Buy Now:** Not Avail.

206. DRESS DOWN DAY AND PIZZA LUNCH FOR A CLASS

*Donated by: The Hill School*

Be the coolest parent in school! Buy your child’s class a day free of dress code. Pizza lunch to be provided. Day must be approved by homeroom teacher and Mrs. Fleming.

- **Starting Bid:** $300
- **Min. Raise:** $40
- **Value:** Priceless
- **Buy Now:** Not Avail.
439. TREE REPLACEMENT INITIATIVE FOR THE POLLY ROWLEY ARBORETUM

On October 5, 2018, The Hill School unveiled the Polly Rowley Arboretum. Mrs. Rowley began work on the arboretum in 1993 when the neighboring landowner donated 133 acres to the school. After 25 years of work, the arboretum serves as an elaborate, wooded addition to our school. The Polly Rowley Arboretum is used by the school as part of its place-based education program, which has students using the outdoors as an educational resource.

Everyone at Hill School is grateful that Mrs. Rowley decided to be such a wonderful friend to the school more than twenty years ago so we can enjoy her beautiful trees now. We would like to thank her by replacing trees that have died over the years and by planting more trees for the next generation of children.

Your donation will purchase a tree and prepare for its planting and maintenance. We cannot designate nor mark each tree purchased with plaques or exact locations as the trees will be planted throughout 2023/2024 based on the season and availability of the trees. With your donation, we will purchase trees in the following species: English Oak, Scarlet Oak, Hinoki Cypress, Cucumber Magnolia and Himalayan Pine.

In late 2016, our arboretum was accepted into the prestigious Archives of American Gardens at the Smithsonian and added to The Garden Club of America Collection as one of 51 properties across the nation. Thank you for becoming a part of such a wonderful Hill School treasure.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value:</th>
<th>Priceless</th>
<th>Qty Avail.:</th>
<th>10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Purchase Options:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Replacement Trees</td>
<td>$250</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Silent Auction: HORSING AROUND

207. A MORNING WALK WITH THE MIDDLEBURG FOXHOUNDS
Donated by: The Middleburg Hunt, The Ricks Family, and Middleburg Photo

Enjoy a beautiful summer morning on foot with the hounds of The Middleburg Hunt. The Middleburg Hunt Masters and Huntsman, Richard Roberts, invite you and up to 14 family members and friends to spend the morning at the Middleburg Kennels learning about the hounds. There will be the opportunity to take 40 couples (80 hounds) for a summer stroll over the Ricks family property. You and your children will learn the hounds’ daily routine, their training, and observe their feeding. Come to understand how and why they donate blood and how they learn to hunt. Interact with them and get to know their names and personalities. Middleburg Photo will be on hand to capture candid’s of your children romping around with the hounds all morning long (no formal portraits will be taken, only candid’s of the day). Then, after all this fun, you will be served bakery treats and breakfast sandwiches compliments of the Ricks Family. This event will last approximately two hours and must be scheduled on a mutually agreeable date in May, June, or July. Parents must accompany their children for this event. It is suggested that children be age 8 and older and cannot be afraid of animals. This is a chance to make 80 new canine friends!

Starting Bid: $400
Min. Raise: $40
Value: Priceless
Buy Now: Not Avail.

208. LESSON WITH FORMER OLYMPIAN, JULIET GRAHAM
Donated by: Juliet Graham

Former Olympian and World Champion Juliet Graham will give one private or group lesson for up to three people. The lesson can be jumping or flat and will be for 1 to 1.5 hours on a mutually agreed upon date, time, and place. Ring fees are not included.

This is an extraordinary opportunity to receive instruction from a former Olympian, World Champion (Eventing), leading lady timber rider, and avid fox hunter (including whipping and taking the field at Piedmont Fox Hounds).

Starting Bid: $180
Min. Raise: $20
Value: Priceless
Buy Now: Not Avail.
Silent Auction: HORSING AROUND

209. AN ESTATE PONY CART
Donated by: Duane, Cyndi and Christian Ellis
This estate pony cart has all metal frame construction, wooden (oak) shafts and floor, and padded seats. It is nicely balanced and light weight.

Starting Bid: $1,200
Min. Raise: $150
Value: Priceless
Buy Now: Not Avail.

211. EQUINE DENTISTRY
Donated by: Mr. C.J. Graham Alcock, EDT, LLC
Graham Alcock, former Hill School parent, is donating equine dentistry (teeth floating!) for two horses or ponies. Your appointment is to be scheduled on a mutually agreeable date within a 20 mile radius of Middleburg.

Starting Bid: $225
Min. Raise: $30
Value: Priceless
Buy Now: Not Avail.

212. TERRACE BOX FOR 10 AT THE 2024 MIDDLEBURG SPRING RACES
Donated by: Middburg Spring Races
You have a newly refurbished terrace box with seating for ten at the 2024 Middleburg Spring Races. Included are ten reserved enclosure wrist bands and one car pass for parking within the reserved enclosure.

Starting Bid: $600
Min. Raise: $75
Value: Priceless
Buy Now: Not Avail.

214. AN EQUINE ACUPUNCTURE EVALUATION AND TREATMENT
Donated by: Dr. William McCormick, Middleburg Equine Clinic
For your race or sport horse, Dr. William McCormick, Hill ‘60, of the Middleburg Equine Clinic will offer one acupuncture evaluation and therapy treatment for one horse. Includes call fee, but horse must be stabled in/near Middleburg within 10 miles. Exam and treatment to be performed in one visit.

Starting Bid: $225
Min. Raise: $30
Value: Priceless
Buy Now: Not Avail.
215. BOX SEATING FOR 6 AT THE VIRGINIA FALL RACES

Donated by: Virginia Fall Races

You are off to the 69th Running of the Virginia Fall Races on Saturday, October 14, 2023, with a Reserved Terrace Box that seats 6 people at Glenwood Park in Middleburg. Enjoy!

Starting Bid: $180
Min. Raise: $20
Value: Priceless
Buy Now: Not Avail.

216. HUNTER GRANDSTAND BOX AND PARKING FOR 6 AT UPPERVILLE COLT & HORSE SHOW

Donated by: Upperville Colt & Horse Show

You’re off to the 170th Upperville Colt & Horse Show. Watch the beauty and precision of the nation's best riders performing in Parker Ring. Action includes Hunter Classics, Side Saddle, Leadline, and featured Hunter Stakes, all under the majestic Upperville oaks. Enjoy a Hunter Grandstand Box with seats for six people for the entire week of June 5 - June 11, 2023 plus one patron parking pass!

Starting Bid: $320
Min. Raise: $30
Value: Priceless
Buy Now: Not Avail.

217. POLO IN THE PARK VIP PACKAGE AT MORVEN PARK

Donated by: Morven Park/Polo in the Park

Two VIP Parking Passes and Admission for 4 guests to the Morven Park VIP Railside box for a mutually agreeable date during the Polo in the Park season: June 3 - July 22, 2023

Starting Bid: $200
Min. Raise: $30
Value: Priceless
Buy Now: Not Avail.
Silent Auction: HOUSE & GARDEN

246. PERFECTLY OUTFITTED COFFEE BAR

Donated by: Cabinet if from Matt & Laura Hein, Nespresso Machine from Lindsey Lash & Emre Tunc, Frothing Pitcher from Martin Arellano

This beautiful bar has its own signature style. Mirrored fretwork adorns the doors with nickel hardware. The interior is outfitted as state of the art coffee bar with a Nespresso Vertuo coffee & espresso machine and pods, Irish coffee mugs, and frothing pitcher.

Want to turn in into a regular bar, no problem, we have the two storage drawers ready for you too! It is the best of both worlds! Enjoy!

Starting Bid: $600  Value: Priceless
Min. Raise: $75  Buy Now: Not Avail.

247. ULTRA GLAM G&T BAR CART

Take your G&T’s to a whole new fabulous level of glam! We’ve woven brilliant color and shine into this classic staple of any posh entertaining space. A multitude of shimmery serve ware, tempting tonics and delectable mixers are pre-styled and ready to pour at your next soirée! Designed around two gorgeous Irish Gins, courtesy of our favorite Emerald Isle, this stunning rolling cocktail cart can evolve into whatever fits your lifestyle! When you’ve enjoyed every last ginny drop, get creative and kit it out with: wine for a tasting with friends, champagne for a New Year’s Eve bubbly bar, scones with cream and jam for a tea trolley, nibbles and juice for the kids’ next play date, mimosas and mocktails for your next brunch, even candles, chocolate and bath salts for your next bubble bath! Anything goes!

Starting Bid: $450  Value: Priceless
Min. Raise: $40  Buy Now: Not Avail.

248. SHEEPSKIN RUG FROM IRELAND #1

Donated by: Mr. and Mrs. Brendan Lovelette

There is no greater feeling in the morning than stepping out of bed to the softness and warmth of a genuine Irish sheepskin rug under your feet. Sheepskin rugs can be used for many purposes, to line a baby buggy, to place on a car seat as a comfortable padding while driving, for use on a sitting room chair. These wonderful sheepskins are natural, undyed and add a luxurious feel to any home.

Starting Bid: $75  Value: Priceless
Min. Raise: $10  Buy Now: Not Avail.
249. SHEEPSKIN RUG FROM IRELAND #2
Donated by: Mr. and Mrs. Brendan Lovelette

There is no greater feeling in the morning than stepping out of bed to the softness and warmth of a genuine Irish sheepskin rug under your feet. Sheepskin rugs can be used for many purposes, to line a baby buggy, to place on a car seat as a comfortable padding while driving, for use on a sitting room chair. These wonderful sheepskins are natural, undyed and add a luxurious feel to any home.

Starting Bid: $75  Value: Priceless
Min. Raise: $10  Buy Now: Not Avail.

250. PAIR OF GREEN BAMBOO PLANTERS FILLED WITH FRESH ORCHIDS

This super stylish pair of planters in green feature a faux bamboo design. We have filled them with fresh orchids.

Measures 8" x 8"

Starting Bid: $150  Value: Priceless

251. PAIR OF NAVY BAMBOO PLANTERS FILLED WITH DOUBLE TOPIARIES

This super stylish pair of planters in navy feature a faux bamboo design. We have filled them with these wonderful double topiaries.

Measures 8" x 8"

Starting Bid: $150  Value: Priceless
252. A FOUR SPECIES DAFFODIL BROOK PLANTED BY
SUSAN MCCASKEY

*Donated by: Susan McCaskey*

Susan (with some help from Bob Domin) will plant a daffodil brook with 200 bulbs. We have selected the best naturalizing Narcissi available from among the Trumpet Daffodil, Large Cupped, Small Cupped, Double, Jonquilla, Triandrus, Poeticus and Split-Cup classes. It will stage a magnificent spring show for four to six weeks depending on spring temperatures. These daffodils naturalize too, so they will continue to expand year over year.

Starting Bid: $350
Min. Raise: $40
Value: Priceless
Buy Now: Not Avail.

253. HOW DOES YOUR GARDEN GROW!

*Donated by: Wood Garden Bench donate by Sami and Stephen Price*

As if this outdoor garden workbench wasn't wonderful enough, we have added everything you need to get your garden started this year.

This package includes a wood gardening console with a metal top, elevated rack, smooth drawer, open shelf, generous cabinet, and 3 side hooks, gardening tools includes pruning shears, gardening shovel, a Hilton Carter waxed gardening apron, a copy of Gardenista: The Definitive Guide to Stylish Outdoor Spaces, and a pair of Wakefield handmade pots with drop in faux tulips from Napa Home and Garden.

Starting Bid: $290
Min. Raise: $30
Value: Priceless
Buy Now: Not Avail.
254. TASTES LIKE SUMMERTIME!
Donated by: Ms. Jenn Babcock and Mr. Lance Haring

This package definitely gets you ready for summer. We start with a
countertop ice maker that produces 26 lbs of ice in 24 hours. This
machine makes 2 sizes of bullet ice, is self-cleaning, and comes with an
ice scoop and basket. We have paired it with a colorful lucite ice bucket
from Katie Kime plus 2 bottles of Finca Wölffer Rosé 2021.

Starting Bid: $160  Value: Priceless

255. COPPER WEATHER VANE
Donated by: Mrs. Judith Washburn

This wonderful copper weather vane measures 43 inches tall by 33
inches wide. It has been restored after being recovered from the estate
of Sam Huff, a longtime Middleburg resident, Washington Redskin, and
Pro Football Hall of Famer.

This fantastic, vintage weather vane serves as a beautiful piece of
Middleburg history. It has a lot of life left in it - add it to your home
today.

Starting Bid: $100  Value: Priceless

256. ESPRESSO SERVED HERE!
Donated by: Espresso Machine and Frothing Pitcher donated by The
Hotlzman Family, Glasses donated by Hill School Families.

Treat yourself to your own De'Longhi Bar Pump Espresso and
Cappuccino Machine with all the accessories you need to create your
own masterpieces. Included are the milk frothing pitcher and a set of 4
double walled thermo glasses.

Starting Bid: $220  Value: Priceless
Min. Raise: $30  Buy Now: Not Avail.
257. "LIFE IS LIKE A CUP OF TEA - IT'S ALL IN HOW YOU MAKE IT"

*Donated by: Mr. and Mrs. Michael Donohoe*

You won't last long in an Irish household without tea! Thank goodness we have the Donohoe family to help us out with all the best things associated with Irish tea!

They have included two pieces of Nicholas Mosse Handcrafted Irish Pottery. One mug features Irish sheep and the other is has a wonderful green floral pattern. Nicholas Mosse pottery is a true testament to the richness of rural life in Ireland. To top it off, they have added Barry’s. A true Irish delight!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Starting Bid:</th>
<th>$90</th>
<th>Value:</th>
<th>Priceless</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Min. Raise:</td>
<td>$10</td>
<td>Buy Now:</td>
<td>Not Avail.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

258. ROUNDED RECTANGULAR PIVOT MIRROR FROM POTTERY BARN

*Donated by: Shannon and Sean Crocker*

Vintage Rounded Rectangle Pivot Mirror in chrome from Pottery Barn.

Reflecting the style of mirrors found in hotels a century ago, rounded edges and clean design add a refined look that complements modern baths. Thoughtfully designed, this pivots so you can easily adjust it to the perfect height.

Measures 23" x 24"

Mounting hardware is included.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Starting Bid:</th>
<th>$265</th>
<th>Value:</th>
<th>Priceless</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Min. Raise:</td>
<td>$30</td>
<td>Buy Now:</td>
<td>Not Avail.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

259. STUNNING HAND-CROCHETED BLANKET

*Donated by: Mrs. Diane Cooke*

This hand-crocheted throw blanket with its intricate pattern is wonderfully soft. With modern shades of blue and purple, it adds a great touch to a room while providing the ultimate warmth and comfort.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Starting Bid:</th>
<th>$100</th>
<th>Value:</th>
<th>Priceless</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
260. LE CADEAUX MELAMINE SERVING TRAY

Enjoy this Le Cadeaux serving tray with handles. Virtually unbreakable, heavyweight, looks like ceramic but made of melamine. It is a gorgeous complement to any table.

Measures 20.25"L x 15"W x 2"T

Starting Bid: $45
Min. Raise: $10
Value: Priceless
Buy Now: Not Avail.

261. KITCHEN ACCESSORIES

Enjoy this beautiful new apron from Williams-Sonoma, a signed copy of the Red Truck Bakery Cookbook: Gold-Standard Recipes from America’s Favorite Rural Bakery and a new cutting board.

Makes a great gift too!

Starting Bid: $55
Min. Raise: $10
Value: Priceless
Buy Now: Not Avail.

262. VIETRI LASTRA STONEWARE FISH SERVING BOWLS, LINENS & BOTTLE OPENER

This Vietri Lastra Fish Serveware features simple fish shapes in clean white with rustic edges. Hand formed in Tuscany of Italian stoneware, this set includes the serving bowl plus two dip/condiment bowls. We also included a set of blue and gold french linens and an anchor bottle opener.

Starting Bid: $100
Min. Raise: $20
Value: Priceless
Buy Now: Not Avail.
263. A TWO PIECE WHITE WICKER SET

Donated by: Mr. Robert Foosaner

This lovely two piece wicker set includes a loveseat and a chair. The loveseat has a custom upholstered seat cushion, two coordinating pillows and skirtin. The chair, with its sweetheart design, has a custom upholstered seat cushion that matches the pillow fabric. All upholstery is coordinated in navy and pink.

This high end wicker set would be perfect for a child’s bedroom or sunroom.

Starting Bid: $200
Min. Raise: $30
Value: Priceless
Buy Now: Not Avail.

264. NEWPORT BATH SET

Gold accents perfectly highlight this Newport pattern to bring a touch of elegance to any bathroom. The 3-piece bath set in gray includes a wastebasket, tissue holder and guest towel tray.

Starting Bid: $75
Min. Raise: $10
Value: Priceless
Buy Now: Not Avail.

265. VINTAGE RUFFONI COPPER WINE BUCKET WITH WINES

This Ruffoni hand hammered copper wine bucket with removable lid has three bottle slots and Bacchus style mask handles to each end. We have included 3 bottles of wine to complete your package!

Starting Bid: $110
Min. Raise: $20
Value: Priceless
Buy Now: Not Avail.
266. VIETRI PHEASANTS CHEESE BOARD & LAGUIOLE 3 PIECE CHEESE KNIFE SET

The pheasants cheese board from Vietri combines the outline of the classic hunting bird paired with nature’s greenery. We have included a three piece Laguiole cheese knife set with wood handles to complete the package.

Cheese board is 17"L, 8"W
Cleaver 8.5" long x 2.75" wide, Fork Tipped Spear 9.25" long x 0.75" wide, Spreader 6.25" long x 0.75"

Starting Bid: $90  Value: Priceless
Min. Raise: $10  Buy Now: Not Avail.

267. SET OF WILLIAMS SONOMA MELAMINE PLATES & WINE GLASSES

Your outdoor table is complete with this set Sicily Outdoor Melamine Dinner Plates from Williams Sonoma plus unbreakable wine glasses with bamboo stems.

Starting Bid: $60  Value: Priceless
Min. Raise: $10  Buy Now: Not Avail.

268. WOOD SERVING BOARD WITH LAGUIOLE STEAK KNIVES & COOKBOOK

Donated by: Mr. and Mrs. Sean Crocker

This live edge cutting board is paired with a set of four navy Laguiole steak knives and Franklin Steak: Dry-Aged. Live-Fired. Pure Beef - The be-all, end-all guide to cooking the perfect steak.

Starting Bid: $60  Value: Priceless
Min. Raise: $10  Buy Now: Not Avail.
269. COWBOY BOOT TOPIARY FILLED WITH FAUX FLOWERS

*Donated by: Mrs. Judy Washburn, Ms. Teresa Thomas*

This Moss Covered Cowboy Boot filled with a beautiful array of faux flowers is a whimsical and unique topiary planter! It is great for special events, country weddings and your spring home! The flowers are in spring shades of greens, yellows, and blues.

This decorative topiary pot measures approximately 12"-13" tall, 4"-5" wide, and 10"-11" from toe to heel.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Starting Bid:</th>
<th>$65</th>
<th>Value:</th>
<th>Priceless</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Min. Raise:</td>
<td>$10</td>
<td>Buy Now:</td>
<td>Not Avail.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

270. TRAY WITH RATTAN HURRICANE AND MORE

Add this gray tray, rattan hurricane with faux hydrangeas, marble coasters and candle to freshen up your spring coffee table. It is so fresh and lovely!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Starting Bid:</th>
<th>$120</th>
<th>Value:</th>
<th>Priceless</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

271. MACKENZIE-CHILDS INSPIRED TEAPOT

*Donated by: Mrs. Lisa Patterson*

Enjoy this wonderful ceramic teapot that features the black and white check that we all love plus a splash of purples and pinks! This teapot just screams happy!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Starting Bid:</th>
<th>$40</th>
<th>Value:</th>
<th>Priceless</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Min. Raise:</td>
<td>$10</td>
<td>Buy Now:</td>
<td>Not Avail.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
272. RATTAN DISPLAY BOXES - SET OF 2
*Donated by: Sekou and Adriane Owens*

These lovely, glass-lidded boxes are naturally beautiful, and the pair is perfectly sized for everyday essentials.

Small: 6.75"H, 12.75"W  
Large: 9.5"H, 14.75"W

- **Starting Bid:** $115  
- **Min. Raise:** $20  
- **Value:** Priceless  
- **Buy Now:** Not Avail.

---

273. RUSTIC WOOD & METAL WAGON PLANTER WITH SPRING FLOWERS
*Donated by: Mrs. Judy Washburn and Mrs. Shannon Crocker*

Enjoy this rustic wood & metal wagon planter filled with fresh spring flowers.

- **Starting Bid:** $75  
- **Min. Raise:** $10  
- **Value:** Priceless  
- **Buy Now:** Not Avail.

---

274. SET OF THREE CERAMIC CANISTERS
*Donated by: Wendy Heuer*

Dress up your kitchen with this lovely set of ceramic canisters. They feature a lattice design with yellow flowers and blue trim. Perfect for your everyday needs!

- **Starting Bid:** $65  
- **Min. Raise:** $10  
- **Value:** Priceless  
- **Buy Now:** Not Avail.
275. MING JARS DOOR MAT

Welcome guests with simplicity and beauty with this hand-tufted rug featuring stylish ginger jars. This rug is for indoor or outdoor use.

Measures 30" x 48"

| Starting Bid: | $60 | Value: | Priceless |
| Min. Raise:   | $10 | Buy Now: | Not Avail. |

276. GARDENING TOOL SET & BOOK!

*Donated by: Josh and Jennifer Picolet*

A Must for Gardeners: this gardening tools set is what you need to maintain a healthy and beautiful garden while finding joy in completing any gardening task! We have added *The Science of Gardening* too!

| Starting Bid: | $50 | Value: | Priceless |
| Min. Raise:   | $10 | Buy Now: | Not Avail. |

277. PICNIC HAMPER FULL OF GOODIES!

Enjoy this picnic hamper with wine, a blanket, unbreakable stemless tortoise cups, Hill School charcuterie board and cheese slicer.

Get your plans ready for a wonderful outing!

| Starting Bid: | $120 | Value: | Priceless |

295. VINTAGE CORONATION SOUVENIRS FROM ENGLAND

*Donated by: Ms. Inge Braune*

Enjoy these wonderful vintage coronation souvenirs from the 1937 coronation of George VI and the 1953 coronation of Elizabeth II.

These keepsakes are rare pieces of history and would be a wonderful addition for the avid collector.

| Starting Bid: | $30 | Value: | Priceless |
| Min. Raise:   | $10 | Buy Now: | Not Avail. |
296. SEA URCHIN DESIGN CHIP & DIP + SET OF 8 MARITIME COTTON NAPKINS FROM WILLIAMS SONOMA

Serve beautiful hors d’oeuvres on this white ceramic plate and matching dip bowl. Features a fun sea urchin design which we have paired with a set of cotton napkins from Williams Sonoma that are decorated with vintage-inspired illustrations of marine life – seahorses, sand dollars, coral and more.

Starting Bid: $55  Value: Priceless
Min. Raise: $10  Buy Now: Not Avail.

298. PAIR OF WHITE PAGODA LANTERNS

Enjoy this pair of metal & glass pagoda chinoiserie lanterns. They are white with gold trim. We have added a candle and spring wreath to complete the look.

Measure: 11"L x 11"W x 21"H
Starting Bid: $160  Value: Priceless
Silent Auction: JEWELRY

300. LAPIS & TURQUOISE "PETRA" EARRINGS
Donated by: Sara and Terrell Marsh
"Petra" earrings by Isabel Lamadrid feature triangular lapis lazuli from which teardrop hangs with turquoise

Starting Bid: $70
Min. Raise: $10
Value: Priceless
Buy Now: Not Avail.

301. SILVER SNAFFLE BIT DROP EARRINGS
Donated by: Sara and Terrell Marsh
Silver snaffle bit drop earrings

Starting Bid: $30
Min. Raise: $10
Value: Priceless
Buy Now: Not Avail.

302. LARGE GOLD CIRCLE EARRINGS WITH TURQUOISE & ORANGE STONES
Donated by: Sara and Terrell Marsh
Large hammered gold circles with turquoise and orange stones.

Starting Bid: $60
Min. Raise: $10
Value: Priceless
Buy Now: Not Avail.

303. FRENCH BEE ENAMEL DROP EARRINGS
Donated by: Sara and Terrell Marsh
Catherine Popesco Deco Enamel Bee Earrings in White
Small gold plated bee in octagon white enamel done by hand. Deco inspired design. Chic and elegant. Unique and earrings for your sophisticated look!

Starting Bid: $60
Min. Raise: $10
Value: Priceless
Buy Now: Not Avail.
304. SILVER CABLE BRACELET WITH BLUE TOPAZ STONES

Donated by: Sara and Terrell Marsh

Sterling silver cable bracelet with blue topaz stones

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Starting Bid:</th>
<th>$70</th>
<th>Value:</th>
<th>Priceless</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Min. Raise:</td>
<td>$10</td>
<td>Buy Now:</td>
<td>Not Avail.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

305. CLASSIC EARRINGS FEATURING TURQUOISE STONES WITH GOLD DISCS AND PEARLS

Donated by: Sara and Terrell Marsh

These classic earrings feature turquoise stones with gold accents and pearls on gold hammered discs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Starting Bid:</th>
<th>$45</th>
<th>Value:</th>
<th>Priceless</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Min. Raise:</td>
<td>$10</td>
<td>Buy Now:</td>
<td>Not Avail.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Silent Auction: LITTLE DARLINGS

310. JBL FLIP 6 PORTABLE WATERPROOF SPEAKER
Donated by: Mr. and Mrs. Brian Thomas

The beat goes on with the JBL Flip 6 2-way speaker system, engineered to deliver 12 hours of loud, crystal clear, powerful sound. Its racetrack-shaped woofer delivers exceptional low frequencies and midrange, while a separate tweeter produces crisp, clear high-frequencies. Flip 6 also features optimized dual passive radiators for deep bass.

This is a great graduation present!

Starting Bid: $90  Value: Priceless
Min. Raise: $10  Buy Now: Not Avail.

311. CHILDREN’S 20” SMALL BIKE BY GUARDIAN BIKES
Donated by: Marti Bigley

The Guardian 20” small kids bike features patented SureStop braking technology. This bike is best for neighborhood riders who want an easy-to-use bike with great quality and performance. Guardian bikes are especially beneficial for kids who like to ride fast or those who live near hills and need reliable and fast brakes.

Starting Bid: $180  Value: Priceless

312. NIKE YOUTH TECH FLEECE HOODIE
Donated by: Shannon and Sean Crocker

Nike Tech Fleece makes this zip hoodie perfect for lightweight warmth on chilly days, while the sleeve zip pocket adds an extra place to stash the essentials.

Size Small (Nike Size 140)

Starting Bid: $90  Value: Priceless
Min. Raise: $10  Buy Now: Not Avail.
313. BEATS SOLO 3 ON-EAR HEADPHONES

*Donated by: Mr. and Mrs. Krister Killinger*

Beats Solo 3 Wireless on-ear headphones immerse you in rich, award-winning sound everywhere you want to go. With up to 40 hours of battery life, it's your perfect everyday headphone. The Apple W1 chip delivers one-touch pairing with your Apple devices and unique features like Siri integration. The headphone stays true to its predecessor with bold styling and streamlined design. Since it's durable, foldable, and wireless, Beats Solo3 Wireless is the ultimate portable listening device.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Starting Bid:</th>
<th>$115</th>
<th>Value:</th>
<th>Priceless</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

314. EXTRAORDINARY HILL SCHOOL "CHEER" DOLL

*Donated by: Mrs. Diane Cooke and Miss Holly Cooke*

This 18" doll is in a class by herself! Diane Cooke, Grandmother extraordinaire to our own Holly Cooke, has created a one-of-a-kind Hill School "Cheer" Outfit for an "American Girl-sized" doll. This sweet package includes the doll, a handmade Green & White themed sweater, a cheer skirt, and even the pom poms!

You won't want to miss out on this darling doll! Thank you Diane and Holly! GOOOOO HILL!!!!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Starting Bid:</th>
<th>$180</th>
<th>Value:</th>
<th>Priceless</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>


Silent Auction: LITTLE DARLINGS

315. PERSONALIZED ADVENT CALENDAR FROM SILVIA FLEMING
Donated by: Ms. Silvia Fleming

Our own grandmother extraordinaire, Silvia Fleming, will personalize a one-of-a-kind Advent calendar for you.

It will feature 24 individually wrapped small surprises tied to a clothes hanger. In the packets there could be a food item (a cookie, a snack), a sweet treat (a lollipop, a small candy bar), a toy (some Legos, a Slinky, a Matchbox car), a trinket (a Chap-stick, a hairbow), a Christmas-themed item (an ornament, a decoration) or maybe a useful item (a small flashlight, some pencils, a notebook). Choices of items will depend on the purchaser’s child’s age, gender, and interest.

These Advent Calendars are great favorites of her six grandchildren. We like to think she sprinkles them with her love all along the way. If you are looking for something wonderful to share with your child, this is just the opportunity you have been waiting for!

The Advent Calendar will be delivered after Thanksgiving.

Starting Bid: $120  Value: Priceless

316. BAGHERA RIDE-ON SPEEDSTER FROM THE PLAYroom
Donated by: PLAYroom, Michelle McNaughton '97, Owner, Caitlin Slater '03, Joan McNaughton

Let your child experience driving something special with this great ride-on speedster. A real vintage car for your little one! Old-style cars of the 50s are the inspiration for this ride-on with its metal bodywork. With its Hill School Racing Green color and retro style, this little car is packed with charm. Lots of elements give it an individual look, but nothing more so than the lion friend who is riding it now. This push car will provide hours of fun as well as motor skill development for kids aged 1-6. Your little one will be the talk of the neighborhood traveling in this!

Starting Bid: $150  Value: Priceless
317. KIDS’ ELEVATED GARDENING BED FULL OF PLANTS AND GARDENING TOOLS

Create a wonderful plant park for your children, and give plants and vegetables a healthy home for growth. This Expert Gardener Kid-Sized Wood Elevated Garden Bed is designed with a blackboard at one long side panel and some cute vegetable patterns on the other side. The blackboard can be used to record plants’ growth or draw anything you like. Also enjoy a set of gardening tools for your little gardener.

Picture provided is stock photo only. Your gardening bed may have different vegetables/plants.

Starting Bid: $70  
Min. Raise: $10  
Value: Priceless  
Buy Now: Not Avail.

318. BEARCAT COLLECTIBLE BASEBALL TRADING CARD BREAK BOX

Donated by: Bearcat Collectibles, LLC (The Bear Family)

Enjoy this BASEBALL-themed break box with 5-10 sealed boxes or packs of trading cards. Surprise bonus items include cased autographs and memorabilia cards. Plus, everything you need for a fun break night - sleeves, top loaders, sweet treats, and a limited edition custom mat!

Whether you are a new or seasoned collector, this set has something for everyone!

Starting Bid: $225  
Min. Raise: $30  
Value: Priceless  
Buy Now: Not Avail.

319. BEARCAT COLLECTIBLE FOOTBALL TRADING CARD BREAK BOX

Donated by: Bearcat Collectibles, LLC (The Bear Family)

Enjoy this FOOTBALL-themed break box with 5-10 sealed boxes or packs of trading cards. Surprise bonus items include cased autographs and memorabilia cars. Plus, everything you need for a fun break night - sleeves, top loaders, sweet treats, and a limited edition custom mat!

Whether you are a new or seasoned collector, this set has something for everyone!

Starting Bid: $225  
Min. Raise: $30  
Value: Priceless  
Buy Now: Not Avail.
320. BEARCAT COLLECTIBLE BASKETBALL TRADING CARD BREAK BOX  
*Donated by: Bearcat Collectibles, LLC (The Bear Family)*  
Enjoy this BASKETBALL-themed break box with 5-10 sealed boxes or packs of trading cards. Surprise bonus items include cased autographs and memorabilia cars. Plus, everything you need for a fun break night - sleeves, top loaders, sweet treats, and a limited edition custom mat!  
Whether you are a new or seasoned collector, this set has something for everyone!  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Starting Bid:</th>
<th>Value:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$225</td>
<td>Priceless</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min. Raise:</td>
<td>Buy Now:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$30</td>
<td>Not Avail.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

321. HAVE YOUR CHILD’S BIRTHDAY PARTY AT THE ZONE!  
*Donated by: The Zone Restaurant & Bar, Ashburn*  
Come to the Zone in Ashburn for the "Ultimate Birthday Party" experience -- Better Birthdays, Bigger Smiles, Perfect Memories.  
Your Gold Party includes a 2-hour party for 10 guests  
You can choose from 1 hour of bowling or 3 games of laser tag, the use of a private party suite for 45 minutes, a dedicated Party Hero, $8 game play card per guest, 2 large pizzas, 2 beverage flavor selections, cupcake tree with candy decorating, all your party supplies, evites, and thank you notes!  
Your kids will LOVE their party at the Zone!  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Starting Bid:</th>
<th>Value:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$300</td>
<td>Priceless</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min. Raise:</td>
<td>Buy Now:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$40</td>
<td>Not Avail.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
322. VIRTUAL READING TUTORING SESSIONS WITH FORMER HILL TEACHER ALEX BARTZ
Donated by: Ms. Alex Bartz
Alex Bartz, a former Hill School and The Potomac School teacher is now a Virtual Reading Tutor. Alex believes building a relationship based on trust can not only increase the child’s level of enjoyment, but also the amount of material they retain from instruction. Her goal is to assist in the growth of confidence in reading in and out of the classroom. The celebration of accomplishments coupled with the developmentally appropriate and individualized lesson plans are both integral in this process.

She is offering one consultation and 3-30 minute virtual tutoring sessions OR one consultation and 3-30 minute in-person tutoring sessions at The Middleburg Library.

Helping children discover their passion for reading by cultivating a supportive, fun, and engaging virtual environment has been an amazing experience for her over the past few years. Get your child in on the fun!

Starting Bid: $200  Value: Priceless
Min. Raise: $30  Buy Now: Not Avail.

323. ROME MINISHRED 100 SNOWBOARD PLUS BURTON SIZE 4 SNOWBOARD BOOTS
Donated by: Ashley Kennedy
Rome MiniShred 100 Snowboard & Burton Size 4 Snowboard Boots
Crafted for progression, whether it be their first season riding, second or third, the Rome MiniShred Snowboard offers an array of easy-riding characteristics to get them going. NoHang-Ups Rocker is perfect for kiddos trying to link their turns or attempting steeper runs because it makes for a forgiving, catch-free experience. Set your child upright with the Rome MiniShred Snowboard - they will thank you (in about five years).

Starting Bid: $150  Value: Priceless
324. CHILD’S HAND PAINTED TEA SET FOR THE PERFECT TEA PARTY!
Donated by: Mr. and Mrs. Wayne VanSant

This periwinkle and green tea set is perfect for an afternoon tea party with dolls & friends or at a real tea party birthday!

Includes Teapot & Lid, Sugar, Creamer, plus 4 teacups, matching saucers and plates!

Starting Bid: $50  Value: Priceless
Min. Raise: $10  Buy Now: Not Avail.

325. HAND-PAINTED CHILDREN’S PLAYHOUSE/BARN
Donated by: Mrs. Marti Bigley

Hand-painted children’s playhouse that is adorably painted in a Pennsylvania Dutch theme. This one of a kind barn encourages imaginary play for your little on to get down on the farm.

Starting Bid: $75  Value: Priceless
Min. Raise: $10  Buy Now: Not Avail.

326. DETECTIVE FOR A DAY WITH THE MIDDLEBURG POLICE
Donated by: Middletown Police Department

Become a Detective for A Day, and join a Middleburg Police Officer for a two hour ride- along, Monday-Saturday, to be completed before 6:00pm.

Expires 1/1/25
Starting Bid: $80  Value: Priceless
Min. Raise: $10  Buy Now: Not Avail.
327. FRENCH CHATEAU RATTAN DOLLHOUSE WITH BUNNY FAMILY

The magic and wonder of little imaginations come to life with this French Chateau dollhouse.

With childhood daydreams in mind, we lovingly added in a bunny family. This sweet house is designed for little adventures to be created within its walls year after year.

Starting Bid: $120  
Min. Raise: $20  
Value: Priceless  
Buy Now: Not Avail.

328. RATTAN DOLL HIGHCHAIR WITH LION!

This sweet highchair is a must have for every doll mom or dad. It fits 15" to 20" dolls. This is a great addition to your playroom and allows you to help teach good eating habits and care through activity play with a favorite doll or companion toy. We have included a snuggly lion from the PLAYroom!

Starting Bid: $60  
Min. Raise: $10  
Value: Priceless  
Buy Now: Not Avail.

329. OWL CRATE JR BOX -- MYTHICAL BEASTS FOR AGES 8-12

Donated by: Mrs. Marnie Butu

OwlCrate Jr is a book box designed for readers ages 8-12. Each box contains a brand new hardcover middle grade novel, featuring a signed bookplate and an exclusive letter from the author! Fun and unique items based on the theme of the month! A second book, activity, or game in every box and a collectible enamel pin and recipe card in every 2023 box, plus access to an exclusive Reading Guide, approved by the author!

This box is called MYTHICAL BEASTS, and all we are going to tell you is that it includes the book Fenris & Mott by Greg van Eekhout. The rest is for you and your children to discover together! Enjoy!

Starting Bid: $30  
Min. Raise: $10  
Value: Priceless  
Buy Now: Not Avail.
330. OWL CRATE JR BOX -- THINK BIG FOR AGES 8-12

Donated by: Mrs. Marnie Butu

OwlCrate Jr is a book box designed for readers ages 8-12. Each box contains a brand new hardcover middle grade novel, featuring a signed bookplate and an exclusive letter from the author! Fun and unique items based on the theme of the month! A second book, activity, or game in every box and a collectible enamel pin and recipe card in every 2023 box, plus access to an exclusive Reading Guide, approved by the author!

This box is called THINK BIG, and all we are going to tell you is that it includes the book Futureland: Battle for the Park by H.D. Hunter. The rest is for you and your children to discover together! Enjoy!

Starting Bid: $30
Min. Raise: $10
Value: Priceless
Buy Now: Not Avail.

331. GIFT CERTIFICATE TOWARDS A SESSION AT BELLA BALLERINA

Donated by: Bella Ballerina Brambleton

Tiny toes are our passion! Bella Ballerina classes offer a fun and educational experience like no other. Enjoy $100 off towards a session of dance class at Bella Ballerina. Dancers learn through storybook themes, allowing our ballerinas the freedom to explore dance through imagination, movement, and fun! From our littlets ballerinas to our big kids, each class is age appropriate, light, and fun. We know your child will be awestruck when they step into our space...it’s a child’s dream come true! Come see what all the fuss is about......

Starting Bid: $110
Min. Raise: $20
Value: Priceless
Buy Now: Not Avail.

335. ONE WEEK OF JUNIOR TENNIS CAMP AT MIDDLEBURG TENNIS CLUB

Donated by: Middleburg Tennis Club

The Middleburg Tennis Club will be hosting 8 weeks of summer tennis camps. Camps will run from 9:00 am - 3:00 pm Monday through Friday during the summer. This auction item will be valid for one week of camp. Make arrangements with the Tennis Club.

Starting Bid: $400
Min. Raise: $40
Value: Priceless
Buy Now: Not Avail.
336. ONE MONTH OF CODERSCHOOL IN ASHBURN

Donated by: Coder School

Welcome to the CoderSchool of Ashburn, a place where kids learn to code all year round. Founded in 2014 and headquartered in Silicon Valley, the CoderSchool combines a super-small teaching ratio with an individualized immersion style to get your kids learning to code in no time! We don’t believe in kids being taught by software, and we don’t like one-size-fits-all curriculums. Instead we focus on a mentor relationship with experienced coders, Code Coaches who can guide our students through their amazing technical journey. Learn to code, change the world®. This package entitles one student to one month (4 sessions) of CODE COACHING along with a tee shirt and wrist band in a cool gift bag. Learn to code and change the world!

Starting Bid: $300
Min. Raise: $40
Value: Priceless
Buy Now: Not Avail.

337. SEVEN BOOKS IN THE DOG MAN SERIES

Donated by: The Crocker Family

You can’t go wrong with the Dog Man Series. Enjoy the this series of books!
Dog Man
Dog Man Fetch 22
Dog Man and Cat Kid
Dog Man Unleashed
Dog Man Brawl of the Wild
Dog Man Lord of the Fleas
Dog Man For Whom the Ball Rolls

Starting Bid: $40
Min. Raise: $10
Value: Priceless
Buy Now: Not Avail.
339. 200' TOWER CRANE CLIMB AND LUNCH FOR SIX
Donated by: Davis Construction, Mr. and Mrs. James Davis
See Reston in a whole new way! Climb a 200' Tower Crane over an active construction site in Reston, Virginia and then enjoy lunch at Founding Fathers (the Reston location).
This amazing experience is for 6 people, all must be over the age of 18.
Starting Bid: $600  Value: Priceless
Min. Raise: $75   Buy Now: Not Avail.

340. FOUR TICKETS TO A WASHINGTON CAPS GAME WITH FULL ACCESS TO THE ETHIAD VIP LOUNGE
Donated by: Mr. and Mrs. Jesse White
These are fantastic seats to our Stanley Cup Champion Washington Capitals. Section 110 is fondly referred to as “Ovi’s Office,” because it is where Alex Ovechkin does some of his best work. These four seats in ROW C will get you prime access to see the greatest player of all time AND full access to the Ethiad VIP lounge with free food and drink all night. This is a great package and will be a night to remember for the lucky winners! Please contact the donors as soon as the season is announced to schedule your game.
Starting Bid: $1,000  Value: Priceless

341. TWO TICKETS TO WASHINGTON COMMANDERS GAME
Donated by: Mr. and Mrs. Chris Bartolomucci
You have two tickets to a Washington Commanders home game. These are fantastic seats, located in Section 120, Row 8. Please contact the donor as soon as the season is announced to schedule your game.
Starting Bid: $420  Value: Priceless
Min. Raise: $40   Buy Now: Not Avail.
Silent Auction: OUT & ABOUT

342. AN OVERNIGHT STAY AT THE RED FOX INN & $300 TAVERN CREDIT

Donated by: Matilda and Jonathan Engle

Enjoy one overnight stay at The Red Fox Inn & $300 Tavern Credit! Nestled in the bucolic town of Middleburg, The Red Fox Inn offers an authentic boutique experience and an unforgettable culinary experience from beginning to end! The Red Fox is the one of the oldest and most famous gathering places in the nation! Enjoy your stay!

This certificate is valid Sundays through Thursdays, excluding all holidays and holiday weekends. The original certificate must be presented at time of check in. Certain blackout dates and room restrictions may apply.

Certificate expires on 5/13/2024 - no exceptions

Starting Bid: $680  Value: Priceless
Min. Raise: $75    Buy Now: Not Avail.

343. SHENANDOAH CANOE TRIP FOR TWELVE

Donated by: Dr. Hunt Lyman, Greg Ellison, Swift Shoal Excursions,

Spend a fantastic day on the Shenandoah River on this canoe outing for twelve people. Friends, families, or couples can explore the beautiful Shenandoah River with Greg Ellison of Swift Shoal Excursions and our own Hunt Lyman for canoeing, fishing, swimming, and a picnic lunch. Bring your pole and your fishing license, and plan on a wonderful day between May and September 2023. Please call to arrange a mutually agreeable date.

Starting Bid: $800  Value: Priceless
Min. Raise: $75    Buy Now: Not Avail.
344. A ONE NIGHT STAY AT THE GOODSTONE INN

Donated by: Goodstone Inn & Restaurant

Enjoy a one night stay in one of the Inn’s deluxe cottage rooms, which offer stunning views of Goodstone’s beautiful landscape and the rolling hills of Virginia Hunt Country. Your stay includes a continental breakfast for two. While at the Inn, you can enjoy the many amenities they offer, including their spa and hiking trails. This stay is valid for off-peak season, mid-week only and is subject to availability. No holidays.

Please mention the certificate # when you make your reservation, and plan to present your certificate at check-in. Enjoy your stay!

Starting Bid: $430  Value: Priceless
Min. Raise:     $40    Buy Now: Not Avail.

345. A TWO NIGHT STAY AT BEAR HOLLOW LODGE

Donated by: Mr. and Mrs. Shawn McDonald

Find the time to reconnect with family and friends at Bear Hollow Lodge! Centrally located at Deep Creek Lake, this spacious log home is outfitted for fun and relaxation. The home includes 5 bedrooms and 4.5 baths! The home sleeps 14 in 2 king, 2 queen, 2 duo bunks with double beds below - there is room for everyone! What a perfect getaway for two families! This fully-equipped home IS AVAILABLE FOR A TWO NIGHT STAY DURING YOUR CHOICE OF THE FALL/WINTER/SPRING MONTHS. Visit the Taylor-Made Deep Creek Vacations and Sales website to choose the dates for Bear Hollow Lodge that work best for you. Please visit between September 2023-May 2024. Enjoy the fabulous lake views, cathedral ceilings, floor-to-ceiling stone wood burning fireplace, free WiFi, cable service, bubbling hot tub, use of the athletic center, and more! This home offers all your family will need for a two day vacation. Wisp Resort is just five-minutes away, and restaurants, shops, and other excursions are all nearby. Bid on this beautiful home, and book your two night stay as soon as possible!

Starting Bid: $850  Value: Priceless
Min. Raise:     $75    Buy Now: Not Avail.
346. TWO TICKETS TO BALTIMORE RAVENS GAME

*Donated by: Mr. and Mrs. Rob Roy*

You have two tickets to a Baltimore Ravens home game. These are great seats (section 121/row30) in a great stadium. Please contact the donor as soon as the season is announced to schedule your game.

Starting Bid: $450  
Min. Raise: $40  
Value: Priceless  
Buy Now: Not Avail.

347. VIP SEATS FOR THE CHRISTMAS IN MIDDLEBURG PARADE

*Donated by: The Middleburg Cultural & Events Committee/The Myers Family*

On Saturday, December 2, 2023, you will enjoy a VIP Experience at the Middleburg Christmas Parade! First, we will have reserved parking for you at The Hill School. Then, you will have seating for four with front row access to the parade. The seats are pre-staged for your arrival anytime during the day along with blankets! You set up on the corner of The Plains Road/Route 50 for amazing views of both the Hunt Parade and the Christmas Parade. These are definitely the best seats on the entire route.

Starting Bid: $300  
Min. Raise: $40  
Value: Priceless  
Buy Now: Not Avail.

348. ATOKA POINT AIRBNB WINTER WEEKEND GETAWAY

*Donated by: The Myers Family*

Light-filled, fully renovated 2 Bedroom English Basement available at the halfway point between Middleburg and Upperville in the unincorporated village of Atoka. Sleeps 4, WiFi, cable, and separate outdoor space make this a place for you to really settle in. Check out local wineries, art galleries, and retail shops in either village.

Available December 2023 or January 2024 for Friday - Sunday stay

https://www.airbnb.com/rooms/19983796

Starting Bid: $500  
Min. Raise: $50  
Value: Priceless  
Buy Now: Not Avail.
349. FAMILY NIGHT OUT AT THE ALAMO

*Donated by: Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Nerangis*

Enjoy a $100 Gift Card to Alamo Drafthouse Cinema in Winchester plus 5 movie passes and 2 orders of popcorn!

This is a real evening out! Enjoy!!!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Starting Bid:</th>
<th>$180</th>
<th>Value:</th>
<th>Priceless</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

350. A NIGHT AT WELBOURNE INN

*Donated by: Welbourne Inn*

Enjoy one night at Welbourne Inn in a queen room with a private bath. Includes a hearty southern breakfast served in the Dining Room. Subject to availability.

Welbourne is a bed-and-breakfast near Middleburg, Virginia, about an hour west of Washington, D.C. Dating from 1775, our eighth-generation family home lies at the confluence of the past and the present. Though brimming with centuries of American history, it is very much alive and attuned to the here and now.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Starting Bid:</th>
<th>$190</th>
<th>Value:</th>
<th>Priceless</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
351. ONE WEEK IN A THREE BEDROOM CABIN IN BATH COUNTY

Donated by: Mr. and Mrs. John Coles

Get away for one relaxing week in the country in this three bedroom log cabin with all the modern amenities in Bath County, Virginia. Owned by former Hill School parents, John and Julie Coles, the cabin is located in the mountains near the Homestead and is private and cozy and offers incredible views.

Located west of the Shenandoah Valley in Virginia’s Western Highlands, the County of Bath is an outdoor sportsman’s dream come true. You’ll find scenic mountain vistas, over 160 miles of hiking trails, dark starlit skies, clear cold streams, all which allow for a wide range of recreational opportunities. Expect to see white tail deer, wild turkey, black bear, and other game animals within the vast woodlands. The county is well-known for its great fly fishing. It’s also quickly developing a reputation as a great place for mountain biking and road cycling. Camping, paddling, boating, and other water sports are available on clear mountain rivers and lakes. You can also enjoy a great round of golf or a quick game of tennis. The County of Bath is a wonderful four-season destination. In winter, there is skiing, snowboarding, tubing, and ice skating. In between all the great outdoor fun, enjoy a delicious meal or simply relax on the porch and enjoy a good book.

To be scheduled on a mutually agreeable date.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Starting Bid:</th>
<th>$1,000</th>
<th>Value:</th>
<th>Priceless</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

352. SIP & SHOP EXPERIENCE AT VINTAGE FOR 5 PLUS $100 GIFT CERTIFICATE

Donated by: Vintage

Enjoy a $100 gift certificate and an evening of private shopping with a wine tasting for you and five guests. plus 10% off any purchases made during the event that evening.

This great evening will take place from 6:00 - 7:30 pm on a mutually agreed upon date.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Starting Bid:</th>
<th>$120</th>
<th>Value:</th>
<th>Priceless</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
353. TICKETS FOR TWO TO THE LAND TRUST OF VA FIELD PARTY ON 10/22 & AN EASEMENT CONSULTATION

*Donated by: The Land Trust of Virginia*

Tickets for Two to Land Trust of Virginia’s Fall Sunset in The Field Party AND An Easement Consultation over Coffee!

You and your guest are invited to Land Trust of Virginia’s 3rd annual Sunset in the Field Party on Sunday, October 22, 2023. This fun gathering will be held in a gorgeous field in the Middleburg area with a beautiful view of the Blue Ridge Mountains. You and a guest will be entertained with Bluegrass music while enjoying a yummy meal. Pick a straw bale and settle in while we watch the sunset.

And finally...interested in protecting your property...conserving open space, wild habitat, for your family now and forever? What’s an Easement? Meet over coffee with Ashton Cole, LTV’s Executive Director, for an informative session on what it takes to protect your property. Coffee & Conservation? Yes! Consultation will be on a mutually agreeable date, time and location.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Starting Bid:</th>
<th>Value:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$200</td>
<td>Priceless</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Min. Raise:</th>
<th>Buy Now:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$30</td>
<td>Not Avail.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

354. GET READY FOR THOSE HIGH SCHOOL BLEACHERS!

*Donated by: Mrs. Judy Washburn*

This stadium seat features a soft, padded cushion and back support, ensuring you can sit in comfort for hours. The carrying handle and shoulder strap makes transport a breeze, allowing you to easily bring the seat with you to your desired location. Also has a cup holder! No more discomfort from hard, uncomfortable bleachers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Starting Bid:</th>
<th>Value:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$35</td>
<td>Priceless</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Min. Raise:</th>
<th>Buy Now:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$10</td>
<td>Not Avail.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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359. SPORTDOG SPORHTUNER 1825 X-SERIES REMOTE TRAINER  
_Donated by: Harry and Marti Bigley_

Teach your pup in a safe and reliable way with the SportDOG SportHunter 1825X Remote Training Dog Collar. It features 21 levels of static stimulation to communicate with your furry friend or you can choose the vibration and tone options. This collar has a range of one mile and the remote is quickly and easily operated without having to look at it. Simply adjust the dial slightly and push the button. This system also includes rechargeable lithium-ion batteries for convenience. With DryTek technology, SportDOG SportHunter 1825X Remote Training Dog Collar is waterproof and submersible up to 25 feet to withstand outdoor use.

| Starting Bid: | $290 | Value: | Priceless |
| Min. Raise:   | $30  | Buy Now: | Not Avail. |

360. COLLECTION OF DOG TRAINING PRODUCTS #1  
_Donated by: Harry and Marti Bigley_

This wonderful collection of dog goodies includes loft hammock waterproof seat cover, a premier pet 100 oz. pet fountain, a medium size active harness, a walk about training rein, 2 humble leashes and a premier pet dog toy!

| Starting Bid: | $190 | Value: | Priceless |
| Min. Raise:   | $30  | Buy Now: | Not Avail. |

361. COLLECTION OF DOG TRAINING PRODUCTS #2  
_Donated by: Harry and Marti Bigley_

Enjoy this amazing collection of dog training products including a Townie harness and humble leash, a Walk About Training Rein, a Loft Hammock waterproof seat cover, a a premier pet dog bone, Drinkwell Ceramic Pagoda Pet Fountain and a second humble leash!

| Starting Bid: | $280 | Value: | Priceless |
| Min. Raise:   | $30  | Buy Now: | Not Avail. |
362. PETSAFE COLLECTION OF DOG GOODIES

Donated by: Harry and Marti Bigley

This awesome collection of dog goodies includes a Quilted Hammock seat cover, a Happy Ride Safe Harness, two humble leashes from Kurgo, a Walk About training rein, a Cargo Area Dog Barrier, a Kurgo portable water bowl and a Pogo Plush Panda dog toy.

Starting Bid: $210
Min. Raise: $30
Value: Priceless
Buy Now: Not Avail.

363. SPORTDOG NOBARK 10 DOG BARK COLLAR

Donated by: Harry and Marti Bigley

SportDOG NoBark 10 Standard Waterproof Rechargeable Dog Bark Collar.

Train your pup in a safe and effective way with the SportDOG Rechargeable NoBark 10 Standard Bark Control Dog Collar. It features 10 levels of progressive correction and two training modes to help curb disruptive barking from your paw-tner. This collar delivers a consistent, reliable correction with Silent Partner bark-detection technology. This system includes a rechargeable battery that provides 200 hours of operation so it can work when needed. This collar is also waterproof and submersible to 25 feet with DryTek technology to withstand the elements. Ideal for dogs eight pounds or larger, SportDOG Rechargeable NoBark 10 Standard Bark Control Dog Collar will teach your furry friend when it is appropriate to speak up.

Starting Bid: $80
Min. Raise: $10
Value: Priceless
Buy Now: Not Avail.
364. SPORTDOG NOBARK 10 DOG BARK COLLAR

Donated by: Harry and Marti Bigley

SportDOG NoBark 10 Standard Waterproof Rechargeable Dog Bark Collar.

Train your pup in a safe and effective way with the SportDOG Rechargeable NoBark 10 Standard Bark Control Dog Collar. It features 10 levels of progressive correction and two training modes to help curb disruptive barking from your paw-tner. This collar delivers a consistent, reliable correction with Silent Partner bark-detection technology. This system includes a rechargeable battery that provides 200 hours of operation so it can work when needed. This collar is also waterproof and submersible to 25 feet with DryTek technology to withstand the elements. Ideal for dogs eight pounds or larger, SportDOG Rechargeable NoBark 10 Standard Bark Control Dog Collar will teach your furry friend when it is appropriate to speak up.

Starting Bid: $80
Min. Raise: $10
Value: Priceless
Buy Now: Not Avail.
372. PRIVATE/SMALL GROUP SOCCER LESSONS WITH HP ELITE & BEYOND

Donated by: HP Elite & Beyond

The private/small group training sessions emphasize individual footskills, first touch receiving techniques to beat defenders, and advanced shooting & finishing skills. The training curriculum will be tailored to challenge and develop the player's unique skill sets. Players are immersed in an intensive training environment with high repetitions and constant refinement.

HP Elite & Beyond will host the 60 min training session at our indoor facility in Chantilly, VA.

Starting Bid: $180
Min. Raise: $20
Value: Priceless
Buy Now: Not Avail.

374. THREE HYPERBARIC OXYGEN THERAPY TREATMENTS FROM WARRENTON OXYGEN WELLNESS

Donated by: Warrenton Oxygen Wellness - WOW

Enjoy three hyperbaric oxygen therapy treatment (HBOT) sessions. The three treatments can be used by one, two, or three people. Our VOPs (Very Oxygenated Persons) come to Warrenton Oxygen Wellness (WOW) for a wide variety of reasons, ranging from neurological issues, concussions, and autism, autoimmune disorders, recovery after joint replacements and plastic surgery, and general wellness.

Anyone interested can find lots of information on our website (warrentonwow.com) or should feel free to give us a call @ 540.216.3474.

Starting Bid: $380
Min. Raise: $30
Value: Priceless
Buy Now: Not Avail.
375. GIFT CERTIFICATE FROM TWO SORTING SISTERS

*Donated by: Two Sorting Sisters*

Enjoy 3 hours of organization services from Two Sorting Sisters!

Carolyn and Emily are Upscale Organizational Experts with an Emphasis on STYLE. Two Sorting Sisters assist individuals and businesses in creating and maintaining sophisticated spaces using their straightforward approach to organization.

As professional organizers, Carolyn & Emily will help you create a calm, orderly, and beautiful space, so that you can focus on what is most important to you and your family!

- **Starting Bid:** $400
- **Value:** Priceless
- **Min. Raise:** $40
- **Buy Now:** Not Avail.

376. OIL CHANGE AND TIRE ROTATION FROM FOX AUTOMOTIVE

*Donated by: Mr. Matthew Fox, Fox Automotive*

Enjoy an oil change and tire rotation from Fox Automotive.

- **Starting Bid:** $100
- **Value:** Priceless
- **Min. Raise:** $20
- **Buy Now:** Not Avail.
377. ONE YEAR OF DEER REPELLENT FROM DEERSHIELD
Donated by: NoVa Deer Shield

Deer Shield is dedicated to protecting your landscape from deer damage with solutions that are safe for people, plants, deer, pets, and wildlife.

NoVa Deer Shield will provide one year of deer repellent service. Services included are Spring/Summer natural deer repellent applied every 2 - 3 weeks from March - October plus a Winter deer repellent application (Deer Pro - Winter) applied in November/December which will last up to 6 months.

Offer only good in Loudoun, Fairfax, and Northern Fauquier Counties and only good for 3 gallons/application.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Starting Bid:</th>
<th>$1,250</th>
<th>Value:</th>
<th>Priceless</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

378. A COMPLETE EYE EXAM AT MIDDLEBURG EYE EXAM
Donated by: Dr. and Mrs. Chip Stine

One complete eye examination including computerized refraction, glaucoma and cataract testing, visual skills evaluation, color vision test, muscle balance test, and dilated retinal evaluation.

Exam has to be scheduled with Dr. Stine only and will include a prescription for eye glasses. Please mention certificate when you schedule the appointment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Starting Bid:</th>
<th>$195</th>
<th>Value:</th>
<th>Priceless</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
379. TWO HOURS OF FAMILY HISTORY RESEARCH

Donated by: Capital Genealogy

You will receive two hours of Family History Research with a professional Genealogist, Tara A.F. Patregnani of Capital Genealogy. Your initial consultation report will include a summary of your starting point information, an analysis of potential research strategies, and an itemized quote with specific research tasks. Genealogy research is generally limited to documents created 1940 and earlier. This certificate cannot be used to find people who are living today. Only valid for new clients.

Starting Bid: $100  Value: Priceless

380. SUGARHOUSE DESIGNS - INTERIOR DESIGN CONSULTATION

Donated by: Sugarhouse Designs

Our homes are where memories are made with our family and friends. If you’ve found that your home is no longer functioning in all the ways you need it to or you just want help giving it a refresh, we can help!

Sugarhouse Designs, an interior styling firm, is proud to offer an in-home interior design/styling consultation to help you solve your home décor dilemmas and make your spaces functional and beautiful! The consultation is for 1-1.5hrs and must be booked by December 1, 2023. The consultation includes our designers coming to your home (must be located within 30 minutes of the school), listening to your design problems and coming up with lots of near and long-term solutions to meet your needs. During that time, we can help you pick paint colors, help you stage to sell, give you ideas for better furniture placement, or if you are ready for a whole room design, the consultation can count as your kick-off meeting with us!

Like/follow us on social: www.facebook.com/SUGARHOUSEDESIGNS/ and www.instagram.com/SUGARHOUSEDAYS

Starting Bid: $125  Value: Priceless
391. A PAIR OF LUXURY WINES FROM HERTELENDY VINEYARDS
Donated by: Hertelendy Vineyards

The first bottle is a 2016 Cabernet Sauvignon. It delivers intense, vivacious black cherries, warm blackcurrants and blackberries scents with touches of garrigue, cigar box, underbrush and lavender. Full-bodied and packed with generous flavors of crushed black berries with oodles of earthy sparks, it has a rock-solid line of grainy tannins and seamless freshness, finishing very long and savory. It was a Gold Winner at TEXSOM and scored 99 Points & Double Gold Medal in the Sunset International Wine Competition.

The second bottle is a 2017 Hertelendy Audere. Made from a majority of Cabernet Sauvignon, Merlot and Petit Verdot, then aged 23 months in mostly new French and Hungarian oak, this is an earthy and savory wine. Cedar, pencil shaving, currant and dried herb mix within a hugely concentrated and structured frame of bold berry fruit and ongoing intensity. Wine Enthusiast: 93 Points

Starting Bid: $210  Value: Priceless
Min. Raise: $30  Buy Now: Not Avail.

392. GIFT CERTIFICATE FOR THREE DOZEN COOKIES FROM &BAKESHOP
Donated by: Jill Hottel and &Bakeshop

Our very own Hill School parent, Jill Hottel has opened up &Bakeshop. Her desire to give people a better cookie, a real cookie, that looks and feels like a cookie, substantial in heft and bold in flavor led her to open her own bakeshop and boy are we glad she did.

This certificate is for 3 dozen cookies....hmmm, will you get the snickerdoodles, the chocolate chunk or the confetti? All we know is that these are some good cookies!

https://www.ampersandbakeshop.com/cookies

Starting Bid: $80  Value: Priceless
Min. Raise: $10  Buy Now: Not Avail.
393. GIFT CERTIFICATE FOR A CELEBRATION CAKE FROM &BAKESHOP

Donated by: Jill Hottel and &Bakeshop

Our very own Hill School parent, Jill Hottel has opened up &Bakeshop.

There are times when a cookie doesn’t cut it. Perhaps it’s retirement, or your child earning their black belt in Tae Kwon Do. Or maybe a friend is in from out-of-town. Whatever the occasion, consider a Celebration Cake from &Bakeshop.

Enjoy this certificate for one six-inch, three-layer cake that serves eight to ten. Yum!

https://www.ampersandbakeshop.com/cakes

Starting Bid: $35
Min. Raise: $10
Value: Priceless
Buy Now: Not Avail.

394. PRIVATE TOUR & TASTING AT GREENHILL WINERY & VINEYARDS

Donated by: Greenhill Winery & Vineyards

Experience Greenhill Winery with a private tour and tasting in their Barrel Room for up to 6 people. In addition, Greenhill has put together a beautiful box of goodies for you to take home, which includes a charcuterie board with cheese knives, coffee mug, corkscrew, and more!

Greenhill is a boutique destination winery in Loudoun County, Virginia, delivering quality wine and friendly and professional staff in a breathtaking Virginia Wine Country environment.

Starting Bid: $650
Min. Raise: $75
Value: Priceless
Buy Now: Not Avail.

395. TASTE OF GEORGETOWN

Donated by: Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Blunt, Georgetown Cupcake

Don’t miss this opportunity to enjoy some of the best dining in Georgetown! Whether you are looking for sweet or savory, this package has it all, including gift certificates to Georgetown Cupcake (one dozen cupcakes), Thunder Burger and Bar ($75), Martin’s Tavern ($100), Cafe Milano ($100), and Brasserie Liberte ($75)

Starting Bid: $375
Min. Raise: $30
Value: Priceless
Buy Now: Not Avail.
396. DINNER FOR TWO AT MAGNOLIAS AT THE MILL

*Donated by: Magnolias at the Mill*

Enjoy a wonderful dinner for two at Magnolias at the Mill. Just an hour outside of Washington, D.C., lays the old mill turned restaurant, Magnolias at the Mill. From the outside, it looks as if a mill is sitting in the middle of town. Once you open the doors, you are transported to an elegant fine dining experience in the quaint small town of Purcellville in the Blue Ridge. With the wall of wine and high wood ceilings, the experience is like no other.

*Does not include alcohol, tax, or gratuity.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Starting Bid:</th>
<th>$90</th>
<th>Value: Priceless</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Min. Raise:</td>
<td>$10</td>
<td>Buy Now: Not Avail.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

397. TWO DOZEN HOMEMADE PRETZELS FROM SARAH DORNIN

*Donated by: Ms. Sarah Dornin*

Have a party coming up? Want a special treat for a tailgate or an event? Our very own Sarah Dornin will make two dozen of her famous homemade pretzels for you!

If you have had these pretzels, you won’t want to wait to get your bids in!

Please give her two weeks notice!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Starting Bid:</th>
<th>$60</th>
<th>Value: Priceless</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Min. Raise:</td>
<td>$10</td>
<td>Buy Now: Not Avail.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
398. TRIO OF FRENCH WINES

Donated by: Maya and Bryan Wilson

Add this trio of fine French wines to your wine cellar:

Chateau Marquis d'Alesme Becker Margaux 2018 - Deep garnet-purple colored, the Marquis d'Alesme Becker leaps from the glass with gregarious notions of plum preserves, crème de cassis, and Black Forest cake with hints of potpourri, star anise, menthol, and tapenade. Full, rich, firm, and grainy, with fantastic freshness lifting the densely packed palate, it has a long, beautifully fragrant finish.

Chateau Labegorce Margaux 2016 - A very elegant and polished Margaux with great structure and an attractive touch of herbal freshness, then a delicate touch of sweetness at the long, fine finish. A blend of 38 percent cabernet sauvignon, 52 percent merlot, six percent cabernet franc and four percent petit verdot. This estate on the north side of the village of Margaux is performing at its peak. As befits the vintage, it's a rich wine with big tannins, but it also has the style that characterizes a Margaux, with a smooth, perfumed aftertaste.

Chateau Tour Saint Christophe 2016
Emerging from a beautiful, terraced vineyard on the eastern side of Saint-Emilion, the Château Tour Saint Christophe is based on 80 percent Merlot and 20 percent Cabernet Franc that was brought up in 40 percent new French oak. Its vivid purple color is followed by a great nose of blackcurrants, blueberries, tobacco leaf, chocolate, violets, and chocolate. Hitting the palate with medium to full-bodied richness, it has a wonderful sense of purity and elegance, a touch of chalky minerality, flawless balance, and a great finish. This beautiful, elegant, seamless Saint-Emilion needs 4-5 years of bottle age but will evolve for 20-25 years. You won't regret having this in the cellar.

Starting Bid: $190
Min. Raise: $20
Value: Priceless
Buy Now: Not Avail.
399. WAGYU BUNDLE FROM OVOKA FARM

Donated by: Ovoka Farm

Enjoy a Wagyu bundle from Ovoka Farm in Paris, Va. plus Farm Tour

Nestled in the foothills of the Blue Ridge Mountains, Ovoka forms the western boundary of fertile Piedmont and extends into the breathtaking Shenandoah Valley. Our unique location, at the intersection of these three features, creates a rich and complex microclimate that imparts an incomparable quality to our meats.

Starting Bid: $250
Min. Raise: $30
Value: Priceless
Buy Now: Not Avail.

400. MIDDLEBURG GOURMET GIFT BASKET

Donated by: Rachid Saad/Middleburg Gourmet

We welcome Middleburg Gourmet to the community and to the auction this year with this amazing gourmet gift basket bound to please any foodie or tea lover. It is full of delicious and quality gourmet products sourced locally and from afar!

Your gift basket includes:
English Rose Artisan Tea, Moroccan Artisan Tea, Brazil Nut & White Chocolate Tea Dunker Biscuits, Shortbread with Dark Chocolate, Clover Honey from the Virginia Shenandoah Valley with Wooden Honey Dipper, Fig Pomegranate Jam, Organic Cashew Cardamom Almond Butter, Cast Iron Japanese Teapot with Infuser, Wooden Spoon, Walnut Wooden Serving Board & Middleburg Gourmet Pink T-shirt size L

Starting Bid: $200
Min. Raise: $30
Value: Priceless
Buy Now: Not Avail.

401. $200 MEAT BASKET FROM FIELDS OF ATHENRY’S SIDE SADDLE BISTRO

Donated by: Fields of Athenry Farm

Enjoy a $200 certificate towards any product from the Farm Shop - Fields of Athenry.

Starting Bid: $180
Min. Raise: $20
Value: Priceless
Buy Now: Not Avail.
404. ENDHARDT VINEYARDS WINE TASTING FOR 2 PLUS BOTTLE OF WINE  
*Donated by: Endhardt Vineyards*

Come enjoy one of Loudoun County’s newest vineyards, Endhardt Vineyards!

Endhardt Vineyards is located in the Middleburg AVA, just outside of Purcellville, and offers stunning landscape combined with delicious wine. Our Red Bordeaux Blend, Fervor Red, recently won a Gold Medal in the 2023 Governor’s Cup.

This package includes 2 wine tastings and a bottle of our 2021 Sauvignon Blanc. A perfect way to get ready for Spring!

| Starting Bid: | $65 | Value: | Priceless |
| Min. Raise:   | $10 | Buy Now: | Not Avail. |

406. THE-lost barrels BREWING 3 HOUR RESERVATION IN THE SALOON OR STUDIO  
*Donated by: Lost Barrel Brewing*

Lost Barrel Brewing is offering a 3 hour reservation for the saloon or the studio for up to 30 people. These private gathering spaces come with a dedicated server so you never have to leave your space.

From birthdays and corporate outings, to wedding-related parties, to just a weekend outing, we’ve got you covered with this great package!

| Starting Bid: | $90 | Value: | Priceless |
| Min. Raise:   | $10 | Buy Now: | Not Avail. |

407. DELUXE WINE TASTING PACKAGE FOR EIGHT AT BARREL OAK WINERY  
*Donated by: Barrel Oak Winery*

Your certificate entitles you and seven guests to a group tasting at Barrel Oak Winery. The winner will also have $40 in "BOW" Bucks for winery purchases (no discounts apply).

Barrel Oak Winery is Northern Virginia’s friendliest and greenest winery!

| Starting Bid: | $160 | Value: | Priceless |
Silent Auction: WINE & DINE EXPERIENCES

408. PRIVATE TASTING WITH THE WINEMAKER'S FOR 8 AT BOXWOOD ESTATE!
Donated by: Boxwood Estate Winery

Enjoy a private tasting for eight guests with Boxwood Estate's very own winemaker. Your tasting includes five different Bordeaux style blends produced at Boxwood Estate and paired with seasonal cheese and charcuterie.

Starting Bid: $900
Min. Raise: $100
Value: Priceless
Buy Now: Not Avail.

409. GUIDED TASTING FOR 4 AT BOXWOOD ESTATE!
Donated by: Boxwood Estate Winery

Enjoy a guided tasting at Boxwood Estate Winery for 4. Taste five different Bordeaux style blends produced at Boxwood Estate estate and paired with seasonal cheese and charcuterie.

Starting Bid: $175
Min. Raise: $20
Value: Priceless
Buy Now: Not Avail.

410. GIFT CERTIFICATE TOWARDS CUCINAMORE DINNER PARTY
Donated by: Cucinamore

Enjoy a $100 Gift Certificate Toward a CUCINAMORE party! It is the easiest party you have ever thrown!

Cucinamore provides you the opportunity to entertain at home in a fun and informal setting, enjoying great food with your friends.

They use top quality fresh ingredients, and if you choose to be part of the cooking experience, you can turn your evening into a cooking class!

A CUCINAMORE party is a great idea for group of friends, small family reunions, couples, birthday parties, bridal or baby showers, book club special events, team building activities, and much more.

Starting Bid: $90
Min. Raise: $10
Value: Priceless
Buy Now: Not Avail.
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429. LARGE VIETRI BAKER IN CELADON PLUS A CERTIFICATE FROM BACKSTREET CATERING
Donated by: Mrs. Tutti Perricone, Backstreet Catering

Fill this lovely Italian bakeware from Vietri with either a lasagne or mac-n-cheese from Backstreet Catering. The dish in celadon features scalloped edges and is handcrafted Italian stoneware.

What makes it even better? Tutti's meat or cheese lasagne or mac-n-cheese. Take your baker home tonight, and then when you are ready, ring her with your order. Please give her at least 5 days notice.

Value: Priceless  Qty Avail.: 2
Purchase Options:
1 Delicious Dish $125

430. ONE DOZEN MOTHER'S DAY COOKIES FROM STEVI'S COOKIES
Donated by: Stevi's Cookies

Take home one dozen custom Mother's Day cookies from Stevi's Cookies.

Stevi's Cookies is a home-based bake shop specializing in decorating vanilla cookies. Defined by quality, creativity, and care, her cookies have the distinctive taste of vanilla and the smooth texture of royal glaze icing.

Stevi's is based in Warrenton, VA, and all her cookies are beautiful and custom.

Value: Priceless  Qty Avail.: 1
Purchase: $50
431. BLOOMING BASKET FROM NATURED COMPOSED

Donated by: Nature Composed, A Corner Garden

Take this beautiful basket from Nature Composed, a Corner Garden, home with you for Mother's Day!

Value: Priceless
Purchase: $160
Qty Avail.: 1

432. HILL SCHOOL PUZZLE 2022/23 -- 1000 PIECES

Enjoy this 1000 piece puzzle featuring the students of Hill School. It showcases the beautiful all school picture that was taken in the fall of 2022.

Measures 20" x 30"

Value: Priceless
Purchase Options:
1 1000 Piece Puzzle $50
Qty Avail.: 2

433. HILL SCHOOL PUZZLE 2022/23 -- 100 PIECES

Enjoy this 100 piece puzzle featuring the students of Hill School. It showcases the beautiful all school picture that was taken in the fall of 2022.

Measures 20" x 30"

We only have this one left! Get it fast!

Value: Priceless
Purchase: $50
Qty Avail.: 1
434. SPHERE TOPIARIES TO TAKE HOME TONIGHT

These sphere topiaries are so unique. They stand 18 inches tall (with pot), and the form is covered in angel vine.

Take yours home today!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value:</th>
<th>Priceless</th>
<th>Qty Avail.:</th>
<th>3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Purchase Options:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Sphere Topiary</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

438. FULL VEHICLE DETAILING AT TED BRITT FORD LINCOLN OF CHANTILLY

Donated by: TED BRITT FORD

FULL VEHICLE DETAILING AT TED BRITT FORD LINCOLN OF CHANTILLY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value:</th>
<th>Priceless</th>
<th>Qty Avail.:</th>
<th>50</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Purchase Options:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 CAR DETAIL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$250</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
thank you for supporting the Hill School Auction!